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Abstract
Permanent Magnet brushless DC motors are now competing with many other types
of motors in the world industries application. However, for low and medium power
applications, brushless DC motors are often the main option due to its recognized
advantage such as having no commutator, more efficient, need less maintenance,
smaller in size and can operate at higher speeds than conventional motors. The
overall objective of this project is to produce an improved prototype BLDC motor
with concentrated winding concept for an aircraft actuator application. Specifically,
the aim is to extract the maximum power density and torque per kilograms by
utilizing high switching frequencies, high pole numbers and minimizing magnetic
material content.
In this work, the research has focused on developing a procedure to design the BLDC
motor by selecting several parameters and analysing their effects on the overall
performance. Therefore, this research involved software and hardware methods
which are broken down into field and circuit modeling, calculation of basic
dimensions, magnetic circuit calculations, stator slot design, winding design,
performance and loss calculation and lastly prototyping. Magnet software for fmite-
element method (FEM) analysis and analysis programs based on standard software
are used to optimize the overall performances. The proposed methods are verified by
actual experimental result on the developed prototype. The performance of the
prototyped machine is evaluated by using a high speed 150kw, 20,000 rpm test rig
and data capturing equipment.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Brushless DC (BLOC) motors are now competing with many other types of motors
in the world industries application. However, for low and medium power
applications, brushless DC motors are often the main option. Brushless motors are
generally recognized as being superior for a number of reasons. They have no
commutator, are more efficient, need less maintenance, are smaller in size and can
operate at higher speeds than conventional dc motors [1]. Due to its high efficiency,
small size and price competitiveness, BLOC motors are now becoming important for
military, aircraft, and automotive applications, and for portable instruments and
communications equipment [1]. The small size reflects high torque output/kg and
high power density which is significantly important to both markets.
Nowadays, electric motor manufacturers and researchers are continuously exploring
methods for increasing the motor's efficiency which means producing more motor
shaft power while using less input power. Motor efficiency improvements will save
on energy costs, extend the operation time of battery-powered products and reduce
the amount of heat which will increase reliability and can reduce the machine's
scheduled maintenance costs [2]. Higher power efficiency also means lower internal
power losses and greater power density since power loss defines temperature rise of
the motor which is the ultimate performance limitation. Below are the lists of motor
losses for any improvement consideration [3].
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i. Copper winding (copper losses in the resistance of the stator coils)
H. Coulomb friction (brushes, bearings and shaft seals, etc.)
lll. Viscous friction (bearing lubrication, certain materials damping characteristic
as a function of speed)
IV. Hysteresis losses in magnetic materials
v. Eddy currents ( losses in soft and hard magnetic materials related to caused
by material type and thickness of eventual laminations )
vi. Windage (aerodynamic effects due to motor geometry and speed)
1.1 ResearchObjectives
The overall objective of this project is to theoretically and practically investigate an
improved permanent magnet brushless motor with concentrated winding concept for
an aircraft actuator application with the specific aim to extract the maximum power
and torque density per kg. This can be achieved by utilising high switching
frequencies, high pole numbers and minimising the amount of magnetic material
used. The specific objectives are as follows:
1) To obtain the optimum design parameters to achieve low losses and high
performance brushless motors.
2) To compare the torque producing capability ofbrushless DC and AC motors.
3) To investigate the practical implications of designing and constructing such
machines through setting up and performing extensive testing.
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1.2 Significance and Benefits of Research
This research will be of interest to those in the aircraft, automotive and
manufacturing industries, particularly where actuator systems are used extensively.
The direct beneficiaries of this research will be the aerospace industries and
manufacturing industries especially in the automotive industries and machinery fields.
This research is specifically dedicated for the usage of the actuator in the More
Electric Aircraft (MEA) frame. The concept of a More Electric Aircraft (MEA) is the
replacement of all hydraulic (oil) and pneumatic (air) actuators by local electrically
driven actuators.
Work on the More Electric Aircraft began around the late 1970's. The ultimate
objective is to replace all currently existing mechanical subsystems (hydraulic and
pneumatic) by electrical systems. In today's commercial aircrafts the bulk of
actuation functions is accomplished using hydraulics. The next logical step in the
MEA advancement is to totally eliminate the central hydraulic systems. This can be
accomplished by using power-by-wire (PBW). PBW actuation systems can be made
far more fault tolerant than those depending on a central hydraulic supply. There are
several advantages in implementing a More Electric Aircraft approach. Thus by
removing the hydraulic packs, we would obtain the following benefits may be
obtained
i. a reduced system weight
11. less demanding maintenance
Ill. improved efficiency
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IV. less breakdown and jamming issues
v. cleaner and safer environment
From the above it can be concluded that having a lower overall aircraft weight,
would inherently lead to less operating costs since there would be reduction in fuel
consumption which as a result will reduce the environmental impact and greener
solution.
1.3 Research Methodology
The proposed research consists of the following phases:
1) Phase one consists of a literature survey to determine the characteristics of
BLDC motor and identify the main parameters and techniques that should be
optimized in order to achieve high performance motor. A review of the
potential of silicon carbide devices and of the supply converter topologies
such as the matrix converter will also be carried out and liaison with research
assistant who is developing a universal power electronic system
2) Phase two consists of the fundamental research into the BLDC motor which
is broken down into field-based and circuit-based modeling, preliminary
design, magnetic circuit calculations, stator slot design, winding design, and
performance and loss calculation [8]. In this stage, two different approaches
are used in predicting and analysing the finding through analytical and
simulated models which are referred as mathematical algorithms and finite-
element method (FEM) analysis respectively. Both general purpose analysis
programs based on standard software for analytical model and Infolytica,
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Magnet software for finite-element method (FEM) analysis will be used
together to compare and optimize overall performance.
3) Phase three is aimed at the detailed design of stator slot and winding
characteristics in obtaining the optimum concentrated winding that would
give excellent performance of the motor. This will include the analysis of
practical techniques to increase the slot fill factor.
4) Phase four is aimed at the development process for producing a prototype
machine using the Electrical Discharge Machining (EDM) technology to
produce stator and rotor assemblies together and to cut and magnetize the
magnets.
5) Phase five is on evaluation of machine capability using the high speed 150kw,
20,000 rpm test rig and data capturing equipment available at the University
of Nottingham. This experimental result will obviously be used to validate the
finding in phase two.
1.4 Expected Results
The results of this research activity will provide a deeper understanding of the
optimum relation between the concentrated winding and the shaft output power of a
BLDC motor. A significant improvement in torque per kilograms and specific power
density is expected. This research is also aimed to produce a prototype BLDC motor
that will be used in conjunction with an integrated aircraft actuator. From the
supervisor's experience, recent work in this area suggests that meeting the
specification is achievable, but challenging.
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1.S Literature Research
A great deal of study has been devoted to having a simple winding structure and
increasing the performance of the BLDC motor. The interest in concentrated
windings is growing due to their simple structure which enables a cost effective
manufacturing process [6]. Moreover, the concentrated winding machines have
potentially more compact designs compared to the conventional machine designs
with distributed windings, due to shorter end-windings and axial build [7].
The performances of the machines with concentrated windings may result higher
than the performances of the traditional machines because of the minimization of
both copper volume and Joule losses [6]. Such solution also will reduce the
manufacturing costs and improve the output characteristics. The industrial
development of these structures should increase in the near future and it will not be
restricted only to low power applications.
However, BLDC machines with concentrated windings usually have a poor
fundamental winding factor of typically around 0.833 [5]. According to Freddy
Magnussen and Chandur Sadarangani, the winding factor is proportional to the
electromagnetic torque [6]. An electrical machine with a low winding factor needs to
compensate its lower torque with higher current or a greater number of turns, which
both are inversely proportional to the winding factor. In comparison to an ideal
machine with unity winding factor, which is found in distributed windings, the
resistive losses will increase. For a comparison example, a machine with
concentrated windings has to increase its current density percentage more than to a
6
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machine equipped with the distributed winding in order to reach a similar required
torque by assuming that the machines have equal slot fill factors, comparable
magnetic design and that the end windings are neglected. Freddy noted that a
machine with a winding factor ofO.866 will have 15.5 percent higher current density
and 33.3 percent higher Joule losses compared to the distributed machine for the
same torque [6]. In view of those drawbacks, few studies were carried in producing
high winding factor and low Joule losses by selecting appropriate combinations of
the pole and slot numbers [6-8].
Another problem of concentration winding machines is a relevant cogging torque. A
study by J.Cros and P.Viarouge shows that it is possible to minimize the cogging
torque without skewing the slots [9]. This increases the power density for the
machine. Some coils can also be removed to maximize the winding coefficient of the
fundamental component. The study is about comparing the cogging torque patterns
of an original three-phase machine with 45 slots and 8 poles with a winding
coefficient of the fundamental component equal to 0.99 with a machine with 6
concentrated coils, 8 poles and irregular distribution of slots with 3 different widths
[10]. The result shows that the cogging torque of the concentrated machine is weak
and electromagnetic produced torque is flat. Thus, a machine with concentrated and
balanced winding is feasible and will present excellent performance.
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Chapter 2
Operating Principles of Radial
PM Machines
Nowadays there are several different topologies of rotating electrical machines. Most
rotating machines are normally distinguished according to their direction of the flux
field such as radial, axial, and transversal. The majority of machines are still
designed basing on the inner-rotor-radial-flux layout, as it is the most established in
design, analysis, and production. The radial permanent magnet motor is maintaining
approximately the same torque density and the same outer dimensions as its
counterpart machines. For an example, a PM synchronous machine (PMSM) requires
a rotor flux field from permanent magnet and a stator carries stator windings flux
when supplied with alternating currents. Its counterpart machines however, the rotor
flux field is generated by a field winding. This rotor flux passes the airgap, encircles
the stator windings and passes the airgap again back to the rotor backiron where
thereby providing the magnetic flux linkage. The flux flows about radially in the
machine airgap while the current flow about in the axial direction in the main region
of the machine.
The radial permanent magnet motor is being increasingly used in industries such as
aerospace application, consumer, medical, automotive industries, industrial
automation etc [11]. This motor does not use any brushes for commutation; instead,
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it is electronically commutated and thus it is well known as a brushless permanent
magnet motor. This motor exists in single phase and multiphase but the 3-phase
motors are most popular and widely used.
Typically the stator of a brushless machine consists of a three phase winding similar
to that of induction machine hosted inside the slots of a cylindrical ferromagnetic
core. The rotor of the motor includes permanent magnets and a ferromagnetic core
that may feature different shapes. The motor characteristics depend on the stator
winding and the way magnets are located on the rotor. The PMSM are traditionally
classified into two variants basing on the waveform of the back EMFs which reflects
the design peculiarities of the machine.
2.1 Sinusoidal Back-EMF motors
In this machine variant, typically the stator winding is distributed and the magnets
and rotor core are designed to get sinusoidal back EMF waveform, In this type of
motor, sinusoidal stator current is ideally needed to produce a ripple free
electromagnetic torque. This type ofbrushless permanent magnet motor is commonly
known as Permanent Magnet Synchronous Motor (PMSM) or Brushless AC Motor
(BLAC).
2.2 Trapezoidal Back-EMF motors
In this version of the brushless PM motor, the back-EMF waveform is ideally
trapezoidal. By changing the arrangement of magnet and the stator profile, the shape
9
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of trapezoidal back-EMF waveform can also be adjusted. This type of brushless PM
motor is commonly known as Brushless DC (BLDC) because the ideal waveform of
stator current is 6-steps similarly to an elementary DC machine. The differences
between these two motors are summarised in the following Table 2-1.
Parameters PMSM BLOC
Flux Linkage Sinusoidal Non-sinusoidal
Back EMF Sinusoidal Trapezoidal
Stator current Sinusoidal six-steps
Energised phases Three phases all time Two phases at any time
Output torque Low Ripple High Ripple
Table 2-1: PMSM and BLDC Comparison of Ideal Characteristics Machines
Throughout this thesis the following two motors have been designed and evaluated
for their respective performances, adopting similar features in order to make
significant comparisons. The general specification of the examined motors is shown
in Table 2-2.
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Parameters PMSMIBLAC BLOC
Motor Name Q24P20 Q24P16
Slot Number 24 24
Pole Number 20 16
Length 100mm 100mm
External Radius 67mm 67mm
Rotor Radius 42mm 42mm
Nominal Torque Density 28.5 kN/m3 28.5 kN/m3
Table 2-2: General Specification of the Examined Motors
2.3 BLAC operation
The symmetrical 3-phase armature winding of the motor is connected to a 3-phase
AC supply and the sinusoidal balanced stator currents produce a rotating magnetic
field, as in 3-phase induction machines. The magnetic field of the permanent magnet
is steady with respect to the rotor. To produce a steady torque, these two magnetic
fields should rotate in the synchronous speed. This is quite similar to the DC motor
operation in which the armature and excitation fields are synchronous but stationary
for all operating speeds. The steady state operation of the PM synchronous motor
ideally requires the supply frequency is directly related to the rotor speed, so that the
MMF wave due to armature currents always moves at the same speed as the rotor.
The PMSM requires a very accurate measurement of rotor speed and position and the
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very precise adjustment of the stator frequency. One of the approaches in controlling
the PM synchronous motor is by means of vector-controlled drive.
2.4 Mathematical Model of BLAC motor
BLAC is essentially a three-phase AC motor with sinusoidal back EMF driven by a
DC source, which is converted to three-phase alternating currents supplying to the
three stator windings of a BLAC by a controller unit such as a vector controlled drive.
Inorder to drive a BLAC smoothly, a controller shall be designed such that the stator
current space vector, which is the sum of the three phase currents, shall be always in
the quadrature direction with respect to the rotor and has constant magnitude,
irrespective of rotation speed and back EMF frequency. This results in maximum
torque and minimum torque ripple and such model is valid for any instantaneous
variation of voltage and current and adequately describes the performance of the
machine under both steady-state and transient operation.
The operation of vector-controlled drive of any AC supplied motor such as PM
synchronous motor is to imitate one of DC motor where the torque and flux are
independently controlled by armature and field currents. The idea of the space vector
permits to work with two variables instead of three and the motor can be considered
a 2-phase machine. This technique is based on projections which transform a three
phase time and speed dependent system into a two d-q axis coordinates (direct and
quadrature) time invariant system known as field oriented frame which reduces the
number of equations and simplifies the control design [12]. This field orientated
frame controlled machines need two constants as input references: the torque
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component (q coordinate) and the flux component (d coordinate). The transformation
of the three-phase stationary coordinate system to the field oriented frame is made in
two steps:
1) a transformation from the three-phase stationary coordinate system to the
two-phase stationary coordinate system and
2) a transformation from the the two-phase stationary coordinate system to the
d-q rotating coordinate system.
These direct and quadrature components are obtained from the three phases variables;
a,b and c, through the Park transformation as below [13].
[
iq] [COS(8)
id = 2/3 sin(8)
io 1/2
cos(8 - 2tr/3)
sin(8-2tr/3)
1/2
cos(8 +2tr/3)] [io]
sin(8 +2tr/3) ib
1/2 ic
(2.1)
Vice versa, the a,b, and c components are obtained from the direct and quadrature
variables through the inverse of the Park transformation as defmed below:
[
iO] [COS(8)
ib = cos(8-2tr/3)
t. cos(8+2tr/3)
sin(8)
sin(8 - 2tr/3)
sin(8 +2tr/3)
(2.2)
The principal operation of PMSM is similar to the traditional synchronous motor
operation. The different is that the electrically excited field winding is replaced by
the permanent magnets. A schematic representation of a synchronous motor and an
equivalent circuit per phase are shown below in Figure 2-1.
13
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stator
:} phase
ElO.
Traditional Synchronous Machine Schematic
R ;; stator winding resistance per phase
(\ = load angle
w:; P'>lm
P : number of pole pairs
Figure 2-1: Synchronous motor schematic and equivalent circuit per phase
The representation of the machine in d and q axis is developed by analysing the
armature winding on the stator and the permanent magnet rotor. Each winding coil
and the magnet are considered to produce flux density distribution in the air gap,
which are perfectly sinusoidal functions at the space angle 8. By considering the
simple cross section of the two poles machine in simplified form where each
equivalent winding d and q can be represented schematically by two conductors as
shown in Figure 2-2. The direct axis component of the armature flux, <Padis produced
by id and has the same direction as the magnet flux <Pmwhereas the quadrature
component of the armature flux ¢aq is produced by iq.
14
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r~·· d'0
<t>aq
_/
Wm
Figure 2-2: Two poles machine and two conductors schematic
For the above motor, the direction of id and iq are determined by an external voltage
supplies, Vd and Vq respectively which supplies to the q and d coils. Basing on the
above schematic, the machine equivalent model for the direct and quadrature axis is
reported below in Figure 2-3 and Figure 2-4 accordingly [14].
R Lq Iq
Figure 2-3: Equivalent circuit for quadrature axis
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R Ld Id
Vd
Figure 2-4: Equivalent circuit per phase for direct axis
The voltage equation for the quadrature and direct axis can be written as;
(2.3)
V R· dAd '\d= Id+---ffi I\,dt e q (2.4)
Where,
v, and Vq : the d and q axis voltages
Adand Aq: the d and q axis armature flux linkages
t...n : the flux linkage due to the permanent magnet rotor linking the stator
id and iq : the d and q axis armature current
R : the stator resistance
COe : the electrical angular frequency
dA
The term dtq simply represents the induced voltage associated with quadrature
dA dL .
inductance Lq,which has equivalent equation relationship as --q = --q Xl . Thedt dt q
term ffimAmis the motional EMF induced by the magnet flux normally referred to as
E and the term ffimAdis the speed EMF induced by the armature in the d axis flux.
Thus,
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(2.5)
The term ~d simply represents the induced voltage associated with direct axis
inductance Let, which has equivalent equation relationship, dAd= dLd xid . However,
dt dt
all the components dA represent transient terms only and during the steady state
dt
condition, : =0 , and the above equations can be simplified as below:
(2.6)
(2.7)
Where, V is the resultant voltage, V=~V/+V/ (2.8)
And i is the resultant current, i=~i/+iq2 (2.9)
The electromagnetic torque can be found directly from the total input power to the
machine.Pg, in the a,b and c components as shown in the equations below [13]:
(2.10)
While in direct and quadrature components, the total input power will be
17
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(2.11 )
By substituting the Va and Vq equations into Equation (2.11) respectively,
(2.12)
By assuming that the voltage across resistance is small compare to the E and voltage
produced from the flux linkage value, the equation shall be simplified as below:
(2.13)
Finally, the total electromagnetic torque is defined as the total input power to the
machine divided by the motor's mechanical speed which is, Te= Pin. Thus, the total
com
electromagnetic torque equation is as below where rotor mechanical speed com and
electrical angular frequency Ole is related as Ole =Peo., with number of pole pairs, P.
(2.14)
By substituting the A.d=Ldid and Aq=Lqiq into the total electromagnetic torque
equation,
(2.15)
18
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As idis set to be zero, then
E· !T=3 (~) 2
e ID
m
(2.16)
(2.17)
Since.!... is equivalent to the magnetic flux linkage which is a constant waveform
rom
with respect to the rotor position, thus, the torque is directly dependent to the
quadrature axis current. Then, the above shall be represented as
(2.18)
Where, Kt=3 P (~)!2 is the torque constant.
IDe
(2.19)
The electromagnetic torque value also appears in the mechanical equation of the
machine. We also need to consider the impact of the mechanical system on the
performance of the drive. The mechanical torque dynamics equation form is:
T=Jdrom+B -r
e dt rom L (2.20)
Where, TL is the extemalload torque, J is the motor shaft inertia and B is the damping
coefficient of viscous friction.
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Basing on the above equations, a block diagram model of PMSM was created and
analyzed in the Simulink Matlab environment and the results will be discussed at the
end of this chapter.
2.5 BLDC operation
A BLOC motor rotates as a result of the interaction of its permanent magnet field at
the rotor with a magnetic field generated when a DC voltage is connected across a set
of its stator coils. To maintain rotation, the orientation of the stator magnetic field in
the stator has to be rotated sequentially. Moreover, in order to deliver a higher power
and torque which is ideally free from ripple, the desired rectangular AC wave back
EMF and current would be preferred. Each phase current should be switched
corresponding to machine back EMF as a function of the rotor position. At each rotor
position, a constant current multiplies the constant part of the back EMF which the
sum of the product produces the output power of the machine. Thus, in order to
maintain synchronization with the rotating stator magnetic field and identify the
commutation sequence for the above purpose, the rotor position must be known at
fixed angular intervals.
The rotor position could be identified by the use of position sensors such as encoder,
resolver or Hall sensors which could detect the position of the rotor field, and hence
the position of the rotor shaft. The current commutation from one phase to the other
phase corresponding to that particular state of the back EMF is synchronized by these
position sensors. For Hall position sensors, three sensors are used to determine each
back EMF and hence the position of the rotor field. These particular Hall position
20
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sensors generate a logic high signal that goes low when the corresponding back EMF
starts falling and remains low till that back EMF starts rising.
A conventional BLDC drive is illustrated in Figure 2-5 which consists of a de link
capacitor for energy storage that supplied by a rectifier, a 6-transistor inverter bridge
and finally the three-phase output of the inverter to the motor.
g1 g2 g3
+
A+
Vin
A-
g4 g5 g6
Figure 2-5: 6-transistor Inverter Bridge
Hall Sensor Input Gate Phase Current
Sequence Switching
No.
number A B C interval A B C
closed
1 1 1 1 00 _ 600 gl g5 A+ B- Off
2 1 1 0 600 - 1200 gl g6 A+ off c-
3 1 0 0 1200 - 1800 g2 g6 off B+ C-
4 0 0 0 1800 - 2400 g2 g4 A- B+ Off
5 0 0 I 2400 - 3000 g3 g4 A- off C+
6 0 1 1 3000 - 3600 g3 g5 off B- c+
Table 2-3: Switching Sequence of the 6-transistor Inverter Bridge
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In order to drive the BLDC motor, the DC bus voltage is connected across two stator
phases at any given time and the desired current profile are achieved by turning on
one upper and one lower transistor pair for any 60 electrical degrees rotation. For a
six-element bridge, there will be six distinct switching configurations as shown on
the Table 2-3 above. This means that only two phases are conducting at any instant,
with current entering one of the phases and leaving through the other. The BLDC
motor will rotate 360 electrical degrees if the six switching configurations are
changed sequentially at 60-degree intervals in synchronization with the rotor position.
After completing the six steps, the sequence is repeated. This method is called the
l20-degree method because every switching element is turned on for 120 electrical
degrees.
In the l20-degree method, the commutation patterns are changed so that the angle
between the magnetic pole of the rotor and rotating magnetic field of the stator is in a
range of 60 to 120 degrees (the direction of the stator flux depends on how the coils
are wound). Several techniques can be used to control the phase current of the BLDC
motor. In this simulation, a hysteresis current controller is used by comparing the
actual current with a trapezoidal shape reference current as shown in
Figure 2-6 [15].
22
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IAmp)
27t
8(rad)
Figure 2-6: Hysteresis Current Control
2.6 Mathematical Model of BLDC motor
A simple three-phase two-pole star connected BLDC motors and a I-phase
equivalent circuit schematic is shown in Figure 2-7:
bemf
Figure 2-7: BLDC l-phase equivalent circuit schematic
The circuit equations of the three windings in phases are [16]
(2.21)
23
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(2.22)
(2.23)
Where
Ra, Rt" R,:Winding Resistances of each phase in ohm, n
Va, Vb, Vc: Phase voltages on motor winding in volt, V
ia, ib, i,:Phase currents in ampere, A
'Va. 'Vb' 'Ve:Flux linkages of each phase in weber, Wb
The flux linkages for each phase are defined as
(2.24)
(2.25)
(2.26)
Where
La. Lb, Le: Self inductances of each phase in henry, H
Lab,Lac, Lba, Loc, Lea,Lcb:Mutual inductances of between phases in henry, H
'Vam.'Vbm'Van:Flux linked with each phase due to the permanent magnet at each
phase in weber, Wb
From the above two series of equation, the matrix form shall be written as
(2.27)
24
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The rate of change of the flux linkages established by the permanent magnet at each
phase is equal to the induced back EMF in the winding. By assuming that there is no
change in the rotor reluctances, then the self and mutual inductances of every phase
will be similar respectively. It is also assumed that the winding resistances are equal.
Hence the above equation shall be written as
[
Va] [R 0 0 ][ia] [L M M][ia] [ea]Vb = 0 R 0 ~b + :t M L M ~b + eb
v, 0 0 R le M M L le ee
(2.28)
When the 3 phases are wye-connected without neutral, the sum of the three phases
currents is zero.
i =-i -iabe
Therefore, the equation 2.28 may be written as
L dia +Mdib +M die =L dia +M(dib + die)
dt dt dt dt dt dt
=L dia +M(- dia)
dt dt
=(L-M) dia
dt
And similarly
[
Va] [R 0 0 ][ia] [L-M 0 0 ][ia] [ea]
Vb = 0 R 0 ~b + :t 0 L-M 0 ~b + eb
v, 0 0 R le 0 0 L-M le e,
(2.29)
The above differential equation may be put in canonical form by multiplying by the
inverse inductance matrix, L-l
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(2.30)
The electromagnetic torque is given by
(2.31)
Or by using the expression of coenergy [16]
(2.32)
where P, We and ere are the number of poles, coenergy and electrical rotor position
respecti vely.
(2.33)
For surface-mounted PM machines, the direct and quadrature axis inductances are
approximately equal, thus the inductance matrix, L and the energy stored in the
permanent magnet,Wpm are not functions of er [17]. Therefore,
The mechanical equation is as below:
dO)
T =J _..!!!!.. +BO) +T.
e dt nn L (2.35)
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The mechanical differential equations shall be derived by equating the above two
equations (2.34) and (2.35)
(2.36)
dSI1ll.
--=00dt I1ll.
By using the conversion of electrical-mechanical angular speed and displacement
relationship as below, the mechanical differential equations are described as
OJ =~ro and S =~S
nn pre I1ll. pre
~ doore=!_ aWe _B ~oo _.!.-r
p dt 2J cere J p I1ll.J L
doom = p2 aWe _Boo _!_ T.
dt 4J OOre J I1ll.2J L
dere
--=00dt re (2.37)
2.7 Measurement of the Motor Parameters
Before the mathematical model of a PM machine could be applied into a computer
program for the simulation, it is necessary to determine the motor parameters. The
basic motor parameters that are required for the model are the stator winding
resistance, stator winding inductances and the mechanical dynamic coefficients such
as the inertia and the friction.
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2.8 Stator winding resistance measurement
The resistance shall be determined in two methods; experimental and analytical. In
experimental method, a DC source is supplied into the winding and the resistance is
the ratio of the voltage to the current across it. The following digital micro-ohmmeter
Valhalla Scientific 4300B is capable in providing the measurement and produces the
result on the screen. In analytical method, the winding resistance is calculated basing
on the actual geometry of the motor and the winding property. The geometry of the
BLDC motor considered is shown in Figure 2-8. The total length of the winding
conductor can be estimated as below.
L~ =[L_ +2.EndWdg+T.+( W., ;W.u )].2.str.Nturn.N ...
Where
Leu: Total length of the stator winding
Lmot: The axial length of the stator core
EndW dg : End winding length of the conductor
Tw: The tooth width
Wsloand Wsli:The slot width at inner and outer radius of slot area respectively
str : The number of stranded conductor per turn
(2.38)
Nturn : The number of conductor turn per tooth
Nslot:The total number of stator slot
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Wslo/2
Figure 2-8: Motor Slot Geometry
The stator winding resistance for each phase are defined as
(2.39)
Where
Ra: Winding Resistances of each phase in ohm, n
(J : Winding conductor conductivity in 1
.Q.mm
Acu : Winding Conductor area in mm2
Ph : The number of phases.
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A detail analytical calculation on the winding resistance is done in MatheAD
program and Table 2-4 below is the comparison results between experimental and
analytical which are very similar.
Resistance Experimental( n) Analytical( n) Different (%)
Phase a 1.60 1.52 4.73
Phase b 1.60 1.52 4.64
Phasec 1.60 1.52 4.82
Table 2-4: Comparison ofBLDC's Winding Resistance Results
2.9 Stator Winding Inductance Measurement
The inductance matrix consists of two types of elements; self and mutual inductances.
They are related to the effects of leakage and magnetizing flux tubes. In the case of
salient pole machines, the inductances vary with the rotor position because the
effective air gap length is not constant along the circumferential direction [16]. The
differential inductances may be determined using finite element analysis for given
rotor position and current loading as shown in Figure 2-9 [18].A phase self
inductance can be determined by imposing a small change in the current of the
selected phase and keeping the other phase currents to zero. The selected phase self
inductance is given by the ratio of the change of flux linkage by the change of
current in that phase according to in the equation below.
(2.40)
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The mutual inductance vs. a second phase is calculated as the ratio of the change of
flux linkage in the other phase by the change of current in the abovementioned phase.
The results may depend on motor position, and in case of non-linear materials such
procedure should be repeated per each significant operation condition.
M = !1'1'b
ab A'
zu,
M = !1'1'c
ac A .
Llla
(2.41 )
(2.42)
In Figure 2-9 are reported the results obtained for self and mutual inductance of
BLDC motor.
Inductance versus Position
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Figure 2-9: Self and Mutual Inductance of BLDC motor
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2.10 Simulation of Motor Operation
The simulation of the PMSM and BLDC motors as described earlier in Table 2.2 was
done using the software package MATLAB/SIMULINK. Basing on the above
equations, the overall structure of the BLAC and BLDC models were created as
shown in Figure 2-10 and Figure 2-13 respectively. The actual waveforms of the flux
linkage and cogging torque obtained from the finite element analysis at null currents
of the both motors were fed into the models in order to generate the expected back
EMF waveforms and electromagnetic torque respectively.
In this simulation, the PMSM motor was simulated with vector current controller and
PI speed regulator. However, the BLDC motor was driven with hysteresis current
controller and PI speed regulator and the effectiveness of those controllers were
discussed. After running the simulation, the current, back EMF, speed and
electromagnetic torque waveforms were recorded and analyzed as shown in Figure
2-16 and Figure 2-17.
The phase currents for the PMSM are a sinusoidal wave which is similar to its back
EMF and contrarily for the BLDC, the waveform are trapezoidal for both the current
and the back EMF. However, the phase current and back EMF waveforms are
distorted from the square wave shape due to the inductance and slotting effect. The
final steady state speed of 800 rpm is reached for the both motors with no overshot.
As expected, the load torque is a constant straight line of 20 N-m with some torque
ripples. Table 2-5 below shows the summary of the results for the both motors at the
steady state condition.
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Parameters PMSM BLDC
Load Torque 40N-m 40N-m
Reference Speed 800rpm 800 rpm
RMS Voltage 100.17V 250.00 V
RMS Current 16.96 A 10.78 A
RMSBEMF 73.79 V 106.98 V
Steady-state Speed 800.21 rpm 799.46rpm
Average Torque 40.04N-m 40.02N-m
Ripple Torque 1.50 % 50.37%
Kt 2.386 3.711
Copper loss 431.46 watt 350.95 watt
Iron loss 24.18 watt 20.42 watt
Efficiency 65.81% 62.15%
Table 2-5: Summary of the simulation results
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Chapter 3
PM Machines Design Procedure
and Analysis
This work deals with the design of radial flux BLDC/AC interior rotor motor
topology. The design of a BLDC motor will be mostly detailed but considerations for
BLAC machines will also be highlighted. The design procedure for this motor will
be discussed in this chapter and the detail on the design sequences is shown in
Appendix A, whereas the parameters calculation is performed using Mathcad
software programming in Appendix B and is optimised by finite element analysis
software, Magnet.
3.1 Finite Element Analysis
Magnet is the software used for the finite element method. The results are used to
verify the analytical calculations. The machine geometry is drawn and the different
machine parts are assigned a specific material as shown in Figure 3-1. In a magnetic
simulation, the non-magnetic materials are represented by vacuum. The magnet
material is created in order to describe the required remanence flux density. The
suggested iron material is available in the material database.
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- Model Materials
AIR
• ConductingPurelron
• Copper: 5.77e7 Siemens/meter
;-! OurNdFeB
o OlMsteel
- User Materials
• ConductingPurelron
• CopperKfiliOp4Kendl p31 8
Modifiedl nflolyticasteelioss
NdFeB_N35UH
.OurNdFeB
• silicon steel
• silicon steel linear
• silicon steel loss
Ceramic Permanent Magnet Materials
Ceramic 10
Ceramic 11
Ceramic 7
Ceramic BA.
Figure 3-1: Finite element geometry of the motor
There are two types of simulations namely:
1) magneto-static, used for calculation of the flux density created by the
magnets
2) transient magnetic, used for calculations of the torque and the iron losses at
rated speed
For the transient magnetic simulation, a circuit is used in order to impose the rated
currents. This circuit is shown in Figure 3-2: Electrical circuit with load
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Figure 3-2: Electrical circuit with load
The corresponding current sources are assigned to the stator winding which phase
shifted by 120 degrees for a three phase system. The coils A+ and A-represent one
slot of the positive and the negative phase A and contain the number of conductors
per slot as shown in Figure 5-11 which will be explained in Chapter 5. The resistance
of each coil is calculated from the phase resistance which represents the total
resistance of one phase.
In general, for an application that requires a rapid acceleration and deceleration of
the load, it is desirable that the torque/inertia ratio is as high as possible [19]. In this
case, the interior-rotor designs with high energy magnets are preferred. The BLDC
motor presented in this thesis is an interior-rotor design and 3 types of motor with
different poles combination will be analyzed.
The number of phases, poles, stator slots as well as winding configuration must be
selected based on the application requirements. The choice of pole number depends
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upon many factors such as inertia requirements, magnet material, effect of cogging
and rotation speed. [19,20]. The required thickness of the stator back iron is reduced
by one half if the number of poles is doubled, so is the case with the rotor back iron
thickness [19].
Figure 3-3 below is the result of the parameter optimization for the basic motor
specification that is required for the actuator application and the detail of the
parameters determination will be specifically presented.
No of Pole : 16
No of Slot : 24
Length: 100mm
Radius: 67mm
Magnet Thickness: 3mm
Magnet Span: 1400
Airgap Length: 1mm
Slot Tooth ratio: 2.5
Slot Opening: 3.6mm
Current Density: 10Arms/mm2
Rated Torque: 40 N-m
Speed: 800 rpm
Nominal Torque Density: 28.5 kN/m3
Torque Rotor Volume (TRV) : 72kN/m3
Weight: 6.2kg
Figure 3-3: Basic specifications and parameters
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3.2 Number of Phases
The choice of number of phases depends upon several reasons and factors. Single
phase motors are easy to wind and low cost and require only one or two power
switches. However, they have poor conductor utilization, high torque ripple, and are
difficult to start [22]. Two-phase motors also have poor conductor utilization, but the
torque ripple is greatly reduced, and the cost is higher because a minimum of four
power switches are required. In a contrast, a three phase motors have better
conductor utilization, no starting problems, and greatly reduced torque ripple. They
can get by with as few as three power switches, but they generally cost more to wind
the motors. Increasing the number of phases to four or greater realizes small gains in
copper utilization and torque ripple, but the costs of winding and power switches
usually outweigh the gains in small medium machines [22].
3.3 Number of Poles
Some general rules of thumb to consider when selecting the number of poles are
explained below [22]
i) Increase in poles number will reduce the requirement for rotor and stator back
iron since the total flux is spread over more poles reducing the density and as
a result more space is available for windings and allowing for a reduction in
copper losses.
ii) Increase in poles number will raise the number of parts and consequently cost
more money for the same amount of material.
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iii) Increase in poles number will increase in electrical frequency for given
mechanical speed, affecting specific iron and copper losses and possibly
lowering overall efficiency.
3.4 Rotor Radius
For a given torque, magnetic and electric loading, and the machine length the overall
machine rotor diameter can be determined as follows [21].
n 2T =-·B·L\I·L·(2R)
2
(3.1)
where B is called magnetic loading (T) L\Iis called electrical loading (Ym)
Lis motorlength and R is rotor radius. Therefore the radius of the machine rotor is
then,
R =1 T
r 2n.B.L\I.L
(3.2)
3.S Magnet Thickness
Permanent magnet used in PM motors is magnetized and has a remaining remanent
flux density and responds to a normal hysteresis characteristic. The useful portion of
a magnet in PM operation is in the second quadrant of the hysteresis loop and is
usually called the demagnetization curve of the magnet. It represents the relationship
between B and H of the magnet once it has been magnetized. Typical
demagnetization curve for permanent magnet is shown in Figure 3-4 .
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Maximum residual
induction - Retentivity § t/)
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2nd Quadrant
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Maximum coercive
force - Coercivity
(He) oersteds
Hm
Excitation current3rd Quadrant
4th Quadrant
Figure 3-4: Typical demagnetization curves for permanent magnets [50]
In this Figure 3-4, Br is the remanent flux density and He is the coercive force. PM
motor shall be presented as a series of magnetic circuit in which a permanent magnet,
an air gap, and magnetic material of rotor and stator backiron are introduced into a
closed magnetic circuit. In the linear magnetic circuit analysis, the flux leakage and
fringing are neglected, the permeability of the backiron is assumed to be infinite, The
cross-sectional area of the magnet and of the air gap are similar, Alii = Ang , meaning
that the flux density across such parts are about equivalent, Bill = Bng [5]. With a
certain desired airgap flux density Bag at null currents, the magnet radial thickness
selected can be calculated by Ampere's circuit law as follows.
(3.3)
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Where
Hm:The magnetic field intensities of the permanent magnet
Hag: The magnetic field intensities of the air gap.
1m: The lengths of the magnetic paths in the permanent magnet or magnet thickness
lag: The lengths of the magnetic paths in the air gap
Am: The cross-sectional areas of the permanent magnet
Aag : The cross-sectional areas of the air gap
Br: Magnet remanent flux density,
Bm : Magnet working flux density,
~rec, : Magnet recoil permeability
BH ·1 +-J!!..· l =0m m ag
~o
(3.4)
(3.5)
The equation for the linear section at the second quadrant of the Band H
characteristic is
(3.6)
B = - f.lof.lrec • lag.B +B
m 1 m r
""'0 m
(3.7)
(3.8)
Rearranging the above equations, it gives that the length of magnet thickness as,
(3.9)
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A graph in Figure 3-5 shows the result for the non-linear magnetic circuit analysis
simulated for different magnet thickness at various air gap lengths and flux density
which takes into consideration the saturation level of Band H characteristic of the
magnetic materials. For an example, a required flux density of 0.7 Tesla at the center
of lrnm air gap will need 3mm thickness of permanent magnet. The summary of the
linear and non-linear magnetic circuit analysis is tabulated in Table 3-1.
Air Gap Flux Density at Various Air Gap Distances
Versus Magnet Thickness
25
20
E
E
~
15
Q)
c:
~
o
€
10
-
Q)
c:
Cl
l1l
:2 5
1.2 1.4
Airgap Length in mm
Magnet Length in mm required for Flux Density ofO.7 Tesla
Linear Analysis Non-linear Analysis
1 2.26 3.0
2 4.51 6.2
3 6.77 9.3
4 9.03 12.2
5 11.00 15.9
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
Airgapfluxdensity(Tesla)
-1mmairgap -2mmairgap -3mmairgap -4mmairgap -5mmairgap
Figure 3-5: Magnet Length for Various Airgap Flux Density
Table 3-1: Magnet Length on Linear and Nonlinear Analysis
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3.6 Magnet Span
The selection of the magnet span or width is also important in ensuring that the
cogging torque level would be minimized [23,25]. SIemon showed that the
fundamental sinusoidal component of the cogging torque can be effectively
eliminated by an appropriate choice of the magnet width, w, is given as,
w=(n+0.14)A (3.10)
where n is an integer and A is the slot pitch. The above analysis was made by
ignoring the effect of rotor curvature and the below equation shows the improvement
after taking account the effect of it. [26]
w =(n+0.17)A (3.11)
The calculation below is based on the inner stator radius of 43mm and slot opening
of3.6mm.
A= slot openning + tooth = 3.6mm + 7.66mm = 11.26mm
w = (n+0.17)A=(1 +0.17)·11.26 = 13.174mm
Therefore, the magnet span, ems in electrical degree will be as follows
e = w·p .360
ms 2.7t.R
si
(3.12)
Where
P : the pair pole number
Rsi : the inner radius of the motor stator
ems = 13.17.8.360=140.40
2·7t·43
The graph in Figure 3-6 shows the result from finite element analysis about the effect
of increasing the magnet span with respect to the percentage changed in the produced
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average torque. It clearly shows that the produced torque increases less than linearly
with the magnet span. This relationship is supported that the fact that the flux density
is not increasing with the increase in the magnet span as shown in Figure 3-7.
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3.7 Core Geometry
In estimating the size of the respective components, it is necessary to analyze the flux
path for the motor shown in Figure 3-8. The flux from anyone pole of this motor
travels through the teeth to the stator back iron and then splits in 2 paths through the
stator back iron. It goes back through the teeth under the adjacent magnet pole across
the air gap and then goes through the magnet. It then splits through the rotor back
iron, and goes back to the originating magnet. In this analogy, the magnet sets up all
the flux that goes across the air gap without considering for any leakages, into the
tooth tips, and through the teeth. When proportioning the sizes, the Table 3-2 below
gives some guidelines [22]. For usual values of flux density in the different parts,
useful for their sizing when using common silicon-iron laminations as core material
Figure 3-8: Motor Geometry and Flux Path
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Magnetic components Design flux density in Tesla
Stator back iron, Bsbi 1.2
Stator Tooth, Bteeth 1.8
Tooth tip, Bttip 0.9
Rotor back iron, Brbi 1.4
Table 3-2: Guideline for Flux Density Distribution
Note that the flux density is smaller in the stator than in the rotor yoke. This is
because the short path of flux in rotor can afford a higher density without resulting in
too much MMF drop. Since the flux density is inversely proportional to the area
( B = i ),and the area is equal to the width of the magnetic-circuit component times
A
the length of the core, the widths may be ratio directly according to the flux density
[22]. Below is a sample calculation of the width of the magnetic components of the
motor. The width of the stator teeth, Tw' is found by using
B.
T = ____!!£.. •T
w B tw
teeth
(3.13)
where Ttw is the tooth tip width. The tooth tip width, Ttw , can be found with certain
selected slot opening, slot pitch angle and the radius of the rotor.
T =8 ·R-·wtw s slot (3.14)
where Ss is slot pitch angle and w slot is the selected slot opening. The stator and rotor
back iron are determined as,
L - Bteeth Tsbi --_. w
B,bi
(3.15)
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L . = Bleeth•T
rh. B w
rbi
(3.16)
3.8 Number of conductors per slot
In order to decide the number of conductors per slot, the required back EMF induced
in the coil shall be determined. The back EMF in a single conductor in the slot shall
be determined by two methods. The first method is by determining the rate of flux
change versus time i.e Faraday's Law. Alternatively it also can be found by applying
Lorentz's force equation [21,24].
method 1: d~e =-
t dt (3.17)
where
et : the induced back EMF in one conductor
~ : the effective flux
The above equation will produce the phase back EMF, Epbby multiplying it with the
number of tum per phase and the winding factor which will be explained in the next
section.
E = dA,=Z d~
pb dt ph dt
Another expression can also be derived for the voltage induced in a conductor
moving in a magnetic field. If a conductor of length, L moves at a linear speed v in a
magnetic field B, the induced voltage in the conductor is
method 2: e=B·L·v=B·L·R·O) m (3.18)
where v = R 'O)mis the linear mechanical speed at the stator bore.
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Therefore, the total number of conductors per phase, Zph shall be determined as
follows
where Eph is the back EMF per phase. (3.19)
and for a slot or a number of conductor per tooth, Z, will be
Zph
Z = 3 .-- where Nslot is the total number of slots.
t N
slot
(3.20)
since for a phase in a 3-phase system, it will occupy one third of the total number of
slots.
3.9 Slotheight
Slot area is required to place the coils. Gaps exist between wire turns and the
nonuniform shape of the slot will limit the possibility to fill the slot entirely. As a
result of this constraint, it is convenient to introduce the slot fill factor as the ratio
between conductor cross-sectional area and the slot area [19]. The estimated slot area
shall be calculated after knowing the total number of conductors, the conductor
cross-sectional area and the expected fill factor.
A Acuslot - fill factor
(3.21)
Therefore, by reference to the motor geometry in Appendix C, the slot height is
calculated by equating the geometry of the slot area as below,
Asiot =[N 7t (Rsi +dsJot +d2 +hs1ot)2 -(Rsi +ds1ot+d2)2]-Tw xhs'ot -Aslenl (3.22)
slot
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Where,
Aslot: the slot area,
Rsi: the inner radius of the stator
dslot: the tooth tip thickness
d1: the dimension of the opposite side of the right triangle at tooth tip
Tw: the tooth width
hslot: the slot height
Asltnr: the area at the slot comer
By representing the term Rsi +dslot +d2 =x. and rearrangmg equation 3.22 as a
second order quadratic equation,
[
1t 2 2]N(x.+hslot) - X. - Tw x hslot - Aslcnr - Aslot = 0
slot
(3.23)
1t 2 h 2 . 2
-- (x. + 2x. slot + hslot - X. ) - T; X hslot - Asm - Aslot = 0Nslot (3.24)
1t 2 21tN' hslot +(Nx. - Tw)' hslot - Aslcnr - Aslot = 0
slot slot
(3.25)
(3.26)
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Solve the second order equation and get the solution for the slot height, hslo, •
Knowing the slot height, the actual available slot area and the winding resistance per
phase shall be determined as illustrated in Appendix C.
3.10 Stator winding
The layout of winding in an electric machine affects the MMF distribution and the
motor performance. There are an infinite number of possibilities for pole and slot
combination as well as for winding layout. Many papers have been reported on
describing a procedure for the placement of windings in a motor [22,26-28]. To limit
the scope and simplify the choice of winding configuration, the following
assumptions are made.
i) The motor is 3-phase
ii) Double layer concentrated winding per slot is used
Below is the basic procedure in selecting the optimum winding layout based on the
above assumption [29].
i) Step 1: Mark the coil vectors based on the coil EMF in mechanical degree
ii) Step 2: Rearrange the coil vectors in electrical degree (mechanical degree
times pair pole)
iii) Step 3: Group all the coil vectors which are 180 electrical degree phase shift
and mark the opposite direction vectors with apostrophe (')
iv) Step 4: Group the vectors into phases (3-phase is 120 degree apart)
Figure 3-9, Figure 3-10 and Figure 3-11 below are the examples of laying and
grouping the coil vectors for 3 types of motors.
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1) 24 Slots/ 16 Poles (Q24PI6)
a 7 6
18 19 20
Step 1: Stator coil in mechanical degree
2,5,8,11,14,17,20,23
1;"~7,10,13,16 ..19,22
3,6,9,12,15,18,21,24
Step 3: Group coils with 180deg phase shift
with star conftguratlon
2,5,8,11,14,17,20,23
3,6,9,12,1:5,18,21,24
Step 2: Each coil emf in electrical degree
2,5,8,11,14,17,20,23
phase 3
120'
phase 1
1.4,7,10.13,16.19.22
, phase 2
3,6.9,12,15,18,21,24
Step 4: Group colis Into phases (3-phase 120deg apart)
Figure 3-9: Winding Layout for Q24P 16 motor
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2) 24 Slotsl 20 Poles (Q24P20)
18 19 20
Step 1: Stator CXJiI in mechanical degree
4,10' ,16,22'
5,11',17,e3'
Step 3: Group cols Wlth 180deg phase shift
with star configuration
4,16
2
24
5,17 3,15
10,22
Step 2: Each CXJiIemf in electrical degree
4,10',16,22'
5,U',17,e3'
Step 4: Group COIlsinto phases (3-phase l20deg apart)
Figure 3-10: Winding Layout for Q24P20 motor
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3) 24 Slots/ 22 Poles (Q24P22)
8 7 6
18 19 20
Step 1: Stator coil in mechanical degree
Step 1: Stator coil In mechanical degree
6,18' 19.7' 8,20'
14,2' 24,H~'
9.21'
Step 3: Group coils with 180deg phase shift
with star conti gura non
6 9 8
20 7 18
Step 2: Each coil emf in electrical degree
step 2: Each coil emf In electrical degree
Step 4: Group coils Into phases (3-phase 120deg apart)
Figure 3-11: Winding Layout for Q24P22 motor
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There are a number of advantages in using concentrated wound which would
increase slot fill factor with short end winding length. As a result, it will reduce
winding resistance and ultimately less copper losses. However, having this type of
windings may determine high harmonic content in the stator MMF which may give
rise to high magnetic losses. The details of harmonic orders in the stator MMF are
shown in Figure 3-12 below.
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Figure 3-12: Spatial Harmonics Due to Winding Distribution
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3.11 Winding Factor
Winding factor consists of two elements, the distribution and pitch factors. Both
factors will affect the back EMF induced in the coils [30]. The winding factor
calculation illustrated below is for motor Q24P22 (22 poles with 24 slots).
3.11.1 Distribution factor kdn
The distribution factor, k&, is defmed as a ratio of the phasor sum of the coil back
EMF with the arithmetic sum of the coil back EMF.
k = phasorsumof coil emf
dn arithmetic sum of coil emf
(3.27)
The distribution factor will be unity if the back EMF induced in the coils is in phase
such that the angle between two adjacent slots is zero. The distribution factor can be
determined graphically by constructing the phasor diagram of the coil back EMF. Let
consider the case for the above mentioned motor as shown in Figure 3-13.
16.,4'
E
o
Figure 3-13: Coil EMF Vectors
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k = AB = 2·AX
dn 4.AB 4.AB
2.0A.sin4.~ sin4.~
= 2 = 2
4.2.0A.sin4.~ 4.0A.sin4.~
2 2
. 4 15sm ._
= 2 15 = __Q2._ = 0.9577
4.0A.sin4.- 0.522
2
3.11.2 Pitch factor kpn
The Pitch factor, kpn, is defined as a ratio of the back EMF induced in an actual coil
with the back EMF induced in a full-pitch coil. A coil is called short-pitch when the
coil span or slot pitch is less than pole-pitch and as a result the amplitude of the
voltage induced is different (typically less) compared with the full-pitch coil.
Normally pitch angle is expressed in electrical radians [30].
k = back emf in short - pitch coil
pn back emf in full- pitch coil
(3.28)
The vector sum of the induced EMF on both of coil sides can be represented as
below.
Left side of coil •.
I"
@ E2
2"
• Right side of coil
Ns •
-I ap
•I- ..1t
•
•Ppajr ••I ..
magnet
Figure 3-14: Slot Pitch and Pole Span
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where
21t
is 1tSlot pitch and - is pole-pitch/span and by referring to the
PpairNs
Figure 3-13 above,
(3.29)
It is clear that the resultant EMF is influenced by the pitch angle, ap which is
defined as the ratio of the resultant vector ER to the algebraic sum of the individual
vectors El and E2.
Figure 3-15: EMF Vectors and Resultant
.... ....
In full-pitch coil the magnitude and phase of vector El and E2 are similar, then the
.... ....
magnitude of El = E2 = E . Thus the pitch factor is given by:
(3.30)
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a
2·Ecos-p
= __ ---I:2:,_
2·E
a
= cos Ppair' _p (in electrical radian)
2
= cos(lI.16.364° -150 ) = 0.9914
2
Finally the winding distribution is determined as
(3.31)
=0.9577 ·0.9914
=0.9495
The summary of the winding factor for the analyzed motors are tabulated inTable 3-3.
Motor Poles Slots kdn kpR kw
Q24P16 16 24 1 0.866 0.866
Q24P20 20 24 0.966 0.966 0.933
Q24P22 22 24 0.9577 0.9914 0.9495
Table 3-3: Winding Factor
3.ll BackEMF and Predicted Torque
Once all the parameters have been determined, all the motors are analyzed and
simulated using the general purpose analysis programming software and the fmite
element software, Magnet, in order to predict the magnetic field distribution which
will deduce the induced back EMF and the produced electromagnetic torque.
Numerous authors have published papers concerning analytical technique in
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predicting the open circuit magnetic field distribution in brushless permanent magnet
motors with surface mount magnet [31-32]. A detail analysis example for motor
Q24P20 is shown in Appendix D with assumptions that the stator is smooth, slotting
effect is not taken into account, iron has an infinite permeability, the relative
permeability of the magnet is assumed to be unity when computing the field due to
the winding, magnets have radial edges and polar coordinates are used.
The Figure 3-16, Figure 3-17 and Figure 3-18 below show all the back EMF induced
per coil when the motors are simulated in open circuit. All the 3 motors are
producing the 120 degree phase shift on the induced back EMF, however only a
motor with 16 poles combination is producing the waveform that match the
trapezoidal back EMF. The type of current waveform will significantly increase the
machine average torque when three phase current waveforms matching in full the
trapezoidal back EMF are supplied [34]. However, the value of the induced back
EMF of the above mentioned motor is directly affected by the winding factor of the
motor [30]. The results for the average predicted and cogging torques are presented
in Figure 3-19 and Figure 3-20. In general, the predicted torque produced in all
analyzed motor are close to the specification, however further analysis on losses is
necessary in order to gain the optimum parameters.
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Figure 3-16: Back EMF for Q24P22
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Figure 3-17: Back EMF for Q24P20
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Figure 3-18: Back EMF for Q24P16
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Load Torque versus rotor position
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Figure 3-20: Output and Average Torque at Rated Currents
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Chapter 4
Losses and Thermal Analysis
In this chapter, the different losses in a PM machine are introduced and general
theory is shown. There are two major losses in a PM machine namely electrical and
mechanical losses. The electrical losses consist of copper loss and magnetic loss
whereas the mechanical losses consist of bearing and windage losses. The
mechanical losses are often small in relation to the electrical losses but it may be
important if the machine operate at high speed. In this chapter, only the loss for
PMSM is analysed and compared with experimental results as the drive for BLDC is
still under construction.
4.1 Copper loss
The copper loss often contributes the largest portion of the total losses in a PM
machine. The copper loss in a 3 phase PM machine is calculated as follows:
P =3·e·Rcu a (4.1)
where R, is the winding resistance of one phase and I is the rms value of the stator
current. The winding resistance per phase is depending on the total length of
conductor per phase and conductor area as shown in Equation 2.39. The conductor
area is a product of the slot area, Aslob and the slot fill factor, SfT,as shown in
Equation 4.2. A high slot fill factor will consequently reduce the copper loss.
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R = Leu
a (J' Sff.A
slo! .str .Ph
(4.2)
Below is the comparison between the simulated and experimental results which
varied substantially as the load torque is increasing. Any increase on the load torque
will require higher current which will definitely contribute on the thermal loss on the
winding. This thermal loss will increase the value of the winding resistance and as a
result will proportionally increase the amount of the copper loss.
Copper Loss versus Load Torque
III
III
o
....J 200
o 3010 20 40
Load Torque CNm)
-Cu_loss_simulated -Cu_loss_exp
Figure 4-1: Copper losses at various torque level for PMSM
50
The thermal loss will generate heat and increase both the temperature of the motor
winding and its resistance. The value of the winding resistance at any temperature
other than the standard temperature (usually specified at 20 Celsiu winding
conductors) shall be determined through the following equation.
(4.3)
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Where,
R: the winding conductor resistance at temperature in Celcius,
Rref: the winding conductor resistance at reference temperature which is usually
20°C.
The alpha constant, 0: is the temperature coefficient of winding conductor material
expressing the resistance change factor per degree of temperature change. The
material used is copper and has a temperature coefficient value of O.00393fc.
T: the winding conductor temperature in degree Celcius and
Tref; the reference temperature of winding conductor
4.2 Iron losses
A variation of the flux density produces losses in electromagnetic material known as
iron losses. This iron loss is divided into hysteresis loss and eddy current loss. In the
symmetric cycle, the specific hysteresis loss depends on the peak value and the
frequency of the flux density variation and the area of the hysteresis loop. The
hysteresis loss is expressed empirically using a relationship from Charles P.
Steinmetz as:
(4.4)
Where k, is hysteresis constant, P is the Steinmetz constant which depends on the
magnetic material used.
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The eddy currents loss depends on the time rate of change of the flux density [24].
The eddy currents are circulating currents that are induced in the iron core by the
magnetic field around the turns of the coil. For any given core, this loss is
proportional to the frequency, the maximum flux density, and the conductivity of the
core. The dependence of eddy current loss on flux density and frequency is expressed
as below.
(4.5)
Measurements of iron losses in magnetic material are traditionally made under
sinusoidal flux density, varying frequency and magnitude. The total volumetric iron
losses are commonly expressed in the following form for sinusoidally varying
magnetic flux density.
P =P.b+P =kb' B~ -f'+k . B2 ·f2
U'OD e e (4.6)
All constants depend on the magnetic material. Typical values for grades of silicone
iron laminations used in small and medium machines with the frequency in radians
per second are in the ranges as below [24]; kb = 40-55, ~= 1.8-2.2 and k, = 0.04-0.07
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4.3 Verification of the iron losses
The machine geometry is exported from AutoCAD into finite elem nt s ftware,
Magnet. InMagnet, the different machine parts are assigned a specific material. In a
magnetic simulation, the non-magnetic materials are represented a air. The magnet
material is created in order to describe the required remanence flux density. The
selected iron material is created in the material database. There are two type of
simulations namely magneto-static and transient analysis. Magneto-static is u ed for
calculation of the flux density created by the magnets and transient analysis is used
for calculations of the torque and the iron losses at rated speed.
For the transient simulation, a circuit is used in order to impo e the U11· nt
waveforms for a specific torque as shown in Figure 4-2.
I_A CDil_A
:'~~iI T2
SiN 0.5
1_6 Coil_B
\.;~~ T2
'-' 0.5 ~
SIN
I_C CDil_C
~~~T2
<:> ~0.5
SIN'
Figure 4-2: Circuit schematic for Tran ient Analy j f r PM M
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The resistance of each coil is calculated from the phase resistance which represents
the total resistance of one phase. The coil resistances are therefore given by the phase
resistance divided by the pole number. Note that this is valid only for this specific
winding arrangement.
The machine is simulated at rated speed and torque. The FE model is used to
calculate the iron losses in the stator and the rotor core. The results obtained by the
FE model used during the design process and the FEM calculations are presented in
Figure 4-3. As expected, the rotor core losses are very small.
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Iron Losses versus Load Torque
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Figure 4-3: Iron losses component at various loads for PM M
4.4 Windage
Windage loss is a loss due to friction between the air and the rotor urface. If the
rotor surface area is small, this loss is negligible at moderate rotational peed.
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Gieras and Wang provide an analytical equation for the windage loss in a small
machine that doesn't have an internal fan as below [25].
(4.7)
Where, D ro is the outside rotor diameter (mm), L is the length of rotor core (mm)
and N is the motor rotational speed (revs/min).
The above relationship gives a good indication of the approximate expected loss and
is described in Figure 4-4. It is noted that the windage loss can be consider negligible
for the machine treated in this thesis.
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Figure 4-4: Windage losses at various speed for PMSM
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4.5 Bearing
The bearing loss is depending on many factors, such as bearing type, lubrication,
shaft load and rotor speed. The friction torque of a bearing is quite complex to
calculate if high accuracy is required, but for an estimation it can be done rather
easily. In literature, different formulas can be found of varying complexity, for
example, Gieras and Wing provide an analytical equation for the expected bearing
losses [25]:
k·M ·NP, rot
bearing 1000 (4.8)
where, k is a constant between 1 and 3, Mrot is a mass of rotor in kg and N is the
rotational speed of the rotor in revs/min. Another analysis on the bearing friction is
calculated by using the actual manufacturers (SKF) power-loss models as details
calculation is shown in Appendix E. The bearings used for the PM motor are two
units of a single row, deep groove, sealed ball bearings (6004-2RSL). The following
graph is plotted for a range value of the constant, k and the comparative result from
the SKF model.
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Bearing Loss versus Speed
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Figure 4-5: Bearing Losses as predicted by Gieras and Wing
From Figure 4-5 above, it can be noticed that there is a great discrepancy in
predicting the bearing losses between the analytical equation and the actual
manufacturer power-loss model. Gieras and Wing's analytical equation is
significantly over predicted and there is no recommendation of a suitable "k" value
should be used. Thus, the prediction loss from the manufacturer, SKF, will be
obviously used throughout this thesis.
4.6 Thermal Model and Analysis
The main objective of performing detailed thermal analy i of a mot I' i t pr diet
and determine the individual motor component temperatures, both under teady tate
and transient conditions. An accurate determination of temperature , in parti ular, '~ r
1200
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the magnets and winding is very important since the efficiency and life time of the
motor are directly related to such temperatures. In this research, such temperatures
should not exceed the permitted level that will be reported in chapter 6.
Over the years, numerous authors have published papers concerning the thermal
modelling of electric machines [35-43]. The thermal analysis of an electric motor can
be carried out using two methods; analytical lumped parameters analysis or FEM and
CFD analysis. In this research, a thermal design package Motor-CAD is used in the
investigation. Figure 4-6 shows the geometry and actual parameters of the
investigated motor Q24P20 .
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Figure 4-6: Motor-CAD radial and axial cross ection editor
The Motor-CAD thermal model is based upon lumped parameter analy i . lt
represents the thermal problems by using equivalent thermal re i tance network
which shows a detailed thermal circuit showing all the heat flow path in the motor
as shown in Figure 4- 7.
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Figure 4-7: Schematic of a Thermal Resistance Network
Briefly in this technique the electrical machine is divided geometrically into a
number of lumped components and each component represent a node which will
have a bulk thermal storage and heat generation. The lumped parameters are derived
from entirely dimensional information, the thermal properti s of the mat rial us d in
the design and constant heat transfer coefficients. The thermal circuit in the teady
state consists of thermal resistances and heat ource uch a winding, baring,
windage, etc. are connected between motor component node to repre ent heat
pathways. For transient analysis, the heat/thermal capacitance are u ed in
representing thermal inertia. By representing the entire motor a a lump d th rrnal
circuit, it is possible to evaluate the significant temperature to a r a onable degr
of accuracy.
3
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The resistance network is vastly used because this method requires minimal
computing power thus giving almost immediate results (for a simple analysis). The
drawback of this method is that motor components are usually modelled by only a
single node. To have achieved better simulated accuracy, one must increase the
number of nodes. While this is possible, one must be aware of this procedure due to
the increasing system complexity, computational time and processing power. The
alternative to the resistance network method is the utilization of more sophisticated
techniques, namely: Finite Element Analysis (PEA) and Computational Fluid
Dynamics (CFD).
FEA can only be used to model conduction heat transfer in solid components, while
CFD is able to model all heat transfer mechanisms (conduction, convection and
radiation). CFD is primarily used in the thermal design of motors since it has the
capability to predict complex flow regimes as well as heat transfer [39, 44-45]. CFD
techniques solve a set of coupled, second order, non linear partial differential
equations which satisfy the momentum, energy and continuity equations. On the
contrary to the resistance network, CFD techniques demand far greater computing
power, and are much more time consuming. Thus, it is common practice to model
particular regions of a machine rather than model the entire motor. The data obtained
from these analyses can then be used as input data for a lumped parameters analysis
of the machine as a whole [39].
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4.7 Thermal AnalysisSet-up
The objective of the conducted experiments is to be able to determine not only all of
the interesting temperatures, both of the rotor (Shaft, Rotor, Magnet) and of the
stator components (Housing, End Winding, End Space, Flange) of the motor, but
also to compare with the results provided by the dedicated software named
MotorCAD. Temperature acquisition is obtained by means of thermocouples and a
rotating data logger which will capture the identified components' temperature while
the motor is rotating.
There isn't any problem in obtaining the temperatures for the stationary parts of the
motor but some design and modification required for measuring the temperatures on
the rotating parts. For that reason, an additional system (logger casing and end plate)
was later attached to the motor shaft. A miniature 4 - channel data logger was
purchased from OMEGA and inserted into a cylindrical casing. Three K - Type
thermocouples were then attached to the internal rotating surfaces by means of a
thermally-conductive, but electrically-insulated adhesive and then passed through the
hollow motor shaft and attached to the data logger. An end plate was also machined
so as to align the logger casing with the torquemeter coupling. However, this
required to re-balance the motor due to the asymmetry of the introduced system. The
images below explain better how the system capturing the data of the rotating parts
was implemented.
8S
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Figure 4-8 (i) 4 - Channel OMEGA Data Logger together with a Casing (ii) Data
Logger showing port extension
For ease of data acquisition, the connection point on the data logger is reproduced
and extended to the cylindrical surface of the logger casing as shown in Figure 4-8.
This meant that after each test, the data is obtained by attaching the cable to the plug
on the outside, rather than dismantling the entire system to obtain the original logger
connection point. Thus, by setting up the apparatus in this manner, a lot of time wa
saved and furthermore loss of accuracy was avoided (since no dismantling of the
entire system is required after each run).
The Figure 4-9 below represents the geometrical location of each of th three
thermocouples. While Thermocouple I leads directly into the centre of the magnet,
Thermocouples 2 and 3 are affixed to the rotor at a shallow grove and a rotor spoke
respectively.
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Figure 4-9: Permanent Magnets affixed to PMSM's rotor
The reason for the above thermocouple set up is simply to ascertain whether a
temperature gradient exists in the radial direction of the rotor. The reasoning behind
this thought is because the rotor is spoke-shaped as shown in Figure 5-6 and thu , it
is possibly that there will be a greater heat flow across the spoke rather than in the
rotor space. Thus the difference between the measurements logged by
Thermocouples 2 and 3 will give the temperature gradient, and by comparing the
respective values, and could conclude if the temperature gradient a 1'0 the rotor i
significant. As mentioned earlier, in MotorCAD, the individual m tor compon nts
are represented by a single node. Thus by the above thermocouple ctup, we an
further deduce how far off the results supplied by Motor AD arc fr m the actual
experimental data.
As mentioned earlier, for the stator a stationary - hann I high r lution mark
data logger is used to capture temperature readings of the end winding a well a Clr
different locations on the housing namely front, middle, r ar a w 11a fin tip a
shown in Figure 4-10.
7
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Comart:
Logger
Figure 4-10: (i) 8 - Channel Data Logger, and (ii) Housing Thermocouple Locations
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Chapter 5
Construction of Prototype and
Test Rig
The structure of the permanent magnet motor consists of a three-phase winding
(called the armature) hosted in the stator core and permanent magnets attached to the
rotor core as shown in Figure 5-l. The machine is generally a 3-phase stator winding
and can be distributed over a greater space angle than 60° electrical by using a
double layer winding (two coil sides per slot, and not necessarily of the same phase).
Figure 5-1: Structure of permanent magnet m t r [43]
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5.1 Stator Construction
The stator core of a PM machine consist of a stacked pack of steel laminations with
windings placed in the slots that are axially cut along the inner periphery as shown in
Figure 5-2. A 106 mm stator stack with 24 slots was constructed from 0.35 mm low
loss electrical steel laminations plus 0.01 oxide coating.
Figure 5-2: Stator construction of BLDC
Traditionally, the stator resembles that of an induction motor but the winding arc
distributed in a different configuration. Most PM machin have thre windings
which are connected in wye or star fashion. Each of the e winding i c nstru ted
with numerous interconnected coils. One or more coil are placed in a h lot and
they are interconnected to make a winding. Each of these winding is di tributcd
over the stator periphery to form an even numbers of pole. Trapezoidal and
o
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sinusoidal motors have different types of stator windings as to produce the required
waveform of back EMF.
5.2 Rotor Construction
The rotor is composed of an iron core and permanent magnets that can vary from two
to various pole pairs with alternate North (N) and South (S) magnet directions. There
are two configurations of permanent magnet rotor design: interior or surface mounted
magnet design. Some books also classify the interior magnets solution as flux
concentration magnets, inset magnet rotor and interior/buried magnet rotor. Figure
5-3 shows cross sections of different arrangements of the rotor configurations.
urfa e m unte t maznet desi n
Interior Magnet Design
In et mr One! de jail
Flux C011 entr: tion De i II
Figure 5-3: Configuration of rotor de ign [47]
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In this thesis, the surface mounted magnet design is chosen due to its simplicity of
construction and control since the reluctance torque could be neglected as the
inductances are almost independent on the rotor position [48]. When the permeability
of magnets is about equal to air, the direct and quadrature axis inductances of the
surface-mounted PM machines are then approximately equal. This is because the
length of the air gap is equal throughout the magnet, Figure 5-4 shows the actual
rotor construction with alternating permanent magnet poles on the surface along the
tangential direction.
Figure 5-4: Actual BLDC's rotor construction
This alternating magnetization direction of the magnets will produce radially dir ted
flux density across the air gap. This flux density then react with current in the
windings placed in the stator slots to produce torque. Figure 5-5 h ws the
simulation result of the flux density across the air gap.
2
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Figure 5-5: Flux density map
5.3 Permanent Magnet
There are three types of magnetic materials that are commonly used. For permanent
magnets, an alloy such as AlNico has been used since 1930 and ha a high re idual
flux density but lower coercive force [49]. Hard ferrites are an inexpen iv but Ie
magnetically powerful alternative frequently used. A the technology advan ,n w
types of permanent magnets known as rare earth were developed and gained
popularity. The combination of the rare earth elements uch a ne dymium and
samarium with alloys materials such as iron, nickel and cobalt c uld pr du a
higher residual flux density and coercive force [49]. A a re ult, the raj' arth
magnets such as samarium-cobalt (SmC02) and neodymium-iron-b ron dF 8)
feature much higher specific energy and with respect to ferrite magn t . In thi
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machine design, neodymium-iran-boron (NdFeB) permanent magnet is selected due
to its highest energy product and high temperature resistance capability as shown in
Appendix F [50]. The magnet layout and actual placement onto the rotor surface is
shown in Figure 5-6.
Magnet and
rotor
aU ClM nslOf'lS In "
tol +/- 0 l ,.,
Figure 5-6: Magnet layout and placement of BLDC
5.4 Magnet Retaining Methods
There are several methods in retaining the permanent magnets on the urface of the
rotor core such as rotor banding and adhesives the details of the s Jected meth d will
be discussed below. The surface permanent magnet machine is influenc d by
mechanical restrictions of the fixation of the rotor magnets when high p cd
operation is required [51]. In fact, when the magnets are exposed to high centrifugal
and mechanical stress, a holding device is required in order to withstand th for
4
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5.5 Magnet Bonding Adhesives
One of a possible solution is to use structural magnet bonding adhesives. These
adhesives should feature high temperature resistance, high impact and shear strength
and high thermal conductivity in order to keep face with high temperature working
condition and vibration. Schatzer recommended that the centrifugal force of the
magnets on the rotor is calculated for an over-speed of 250% the nominal mechanical
angular velocity, which gives [51]:
(5.1)
Where, mmagis the mass of the magnet material, rmaais the average radius of the
magnets and 0) is the nominal mechanical angular velocity in rad/s. The pressure of
the magnets, Pmag'is defined as the ratio of the centrifugal force to the cross section
area of the magnet. The residual pressure is calculated as the difference between the
peel strength of the adhesive and the pressure of the magnet. In order to ensure that
the magnets are fixed onto the rotor surface and the adhesive is sufficiently strong,
the residual pressure must be larger than zero.
(5.2)
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Below is the tensile test result for the two types of adhesives used in this project as
shown in Figure 5-7. The detail specifications of the adhesives are enclosed in
Appendix G.
Force vs Displacement
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The peel strength is determined by dividing the breaking force of the adhe ive with
~
E
c:
o
~ 0.15Q)
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--~--------~--------~--------~--------~-~-~--~-~--~-.~o-~~o~------~
I I I I
o
o
the surface area of the magnet onto the substrate metal. The ub tratc are initially
0.1
I I I I
~--------~--------~--------~--------~o 0
o
o 0
I ,I I I
0.05 --------~--------~------ t--------f--------f--------f--------~
o 0 0
o 0
o 0
o 0
o --------~--------~--------~--------I--------!--------! ! ~
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o 0
o 0
o 0
o 3 4 62
displacement(mm)
Figure 5-7: Tensile test result of the adhe ive
heated up to 120°C in order to have the actual operating t mperatur nditi n f th
permanent magnet motor and to analyse the adhesives' temperature re i tan
property. The safety factor of the adhesives' peel strength at J 20° C r rat d and 1.2
times of the rated speed is shown in the Table 5-1 below. Ba ically th adhe iv i
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quite important in providing the sufficient contact pressure in order to withstand the
centrifugal forces due to the magnet.
Speed 1200rpm (rated) 1440 rpm( 1.2 x rated)
Residua
Safet
Magnet
Handling Magnet Residual
1 Pressur
Adhesives Strength Pressur Y Pressure SafetyPressure e
at 120°C e Facto (2!_) Factor
(~) (~)
(2!_) r (2!_) mm' (%)
mm' mm'
mm' mm' (%)
Bondmaster
0.364 0.031 0.333 1074 0.044 0.32 727
E32
Hysol9492 0.245 0.031 0.214 690 0.044 0.20 454
Table 5-1: Adhesives' peel strength and magnet retaining capability
Graph in Figure 5-8 shows the motor's critical speed region when the magnet
pressure is equal to the peel strength capability of the selected glue. In another word,
any further increase of the speed above 4140 rpm, the glue might peel off from the
rotor magnets due to high speed operation with catastrophic effects.
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Centrifugal Pressure and E32 Glue Handling Strength
06
054
",-.... 0.48
N
s 0.42
~
0.36
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~
.... 0.24::l
<A 0.1&<A
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....
012Pi
0.06
0
0
- centnfugal
-glueE32
X-Valle 4140
Y-Valle 0.36364
500 1000 1500 2000 2500 300J 3500 «Xl 4~0 5000
Speed (RP:M)
Figure 5-8: Critical speed region for E32 Glue
5.6 Magnet Banding
Another method in retaining the magnets is by using a sleeve or banding on the outer
surface of the magnets. A composite sleeve like carbon or glass-fibre shall be u ed in
order to withstand these high centrifugal and mechanical stresses due to high speed
operation, Another possible solution is to use a non-magnetic steel cylinder to cover
the magnets. The steel cylinder is very strong but flux variations will eau e eddy
currents resulting in larger losses compared to the composite sleeve [52].
The modulus of elasticity in tension, also known as Young's modu lu E, i th ratio
of stress to strain on the loading plane along the loading direction, The minimum
Young's modulus of several type composite sleeves is hown in Table 5-2 b I w [5 ].
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Table 5-2: The modulus of elasticity of various composite
Normally, the inner diameter of the prefabricated fibre sleeve cylinder has a bit
smaller dimension than the rotor outer diameter d, by the value W. The sleeve
assembly is done on the rotor by either axiaJ pressing or cold shrinking methods and
the initial tangential tension within the sleeve is given by [52]:
zn
a=-xE
d
(5.3)
The pressure of the sleeve on the magnets with hb as the lecv thickne an be
written as:
(5.4)
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The centrifugal pressure of the magnets on the sleeve is calculated for an over-speed
of 120% the nominal mechanical angular velocity, which gives [48]:
1td hP = P (1.2xNx-)2x-l!!..
mb m 60 r
m
(5.5)
Pm is the mass density of the magnet material, rmis the average radius of the magnets,
N is the rated speed in rpm and hm is the height of the magnets. The centrifugal
pressure ofthe sleeve is calculated using the above equation by replacing the average
radius, the mass density and the height related to the sleeve respectively.
1td hp. = P (1.2xNx-)2x-1!.
~ b 60 ~ (5.6)
The residual pressure is calculated as the difference between the pressure of the
sleeve and the sum of the centrifugal pressure of the magnets and the sleeve. In order
to ensure that the magnets are fixed on to the rotor surface and the sleeve is
sufficiently strong, the residual pressure must be larger than zero.
NPres=Pbm-Pmb-P~>0--2
mm
(5.7)
Figure 5-10 shows some results simulated in Mathe. software on the minimum
undersize sleeve dimension for several types of composite fibres at various speeds.
The actual damage occurred onto the rotor if the above considerations are neglected
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is visible in Figure 5-9. This was due to wrong sizing of the sleeve dimension which
consequently providing insufficient residual pressure in ensuring the rotor magnets
stayed stationary on the rotor surface. As a result, the rotor magnets pushed the
sleeve up due to its' centrifugal force and touched the surface of the stator, Basically
the undersized dimension of the sleeve is quite important in providing the sufficient
contact pressure in order to withstand the centrifugal forces due to the magnet and
the sleeve itself.
Figure 5-9: The PMSM's rotor and the damaged leeve
Residual pressure at speed 1l001pm Residual pressure at speed 12 0 rpm
61r=====~------------~
~ carbon
4 t:r-lr6 glas s
2 ~ polyester
o
-2
-2L_--------------------------~
o 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 03
sleeve undersize dimension (mm)
Figure 5-10: Minimum undersize sleeve dimension for re p tive mp it fib r
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5.7 Stator Winding
A three-phase winding is installed in the stator using high temperature duty grade
copper wire. In Table 5-3, the detail specifications of various copper wires are
reported and the selected wire is highlighted.
Grade -1 Grade -2 Grade - 3
Resistance at 20
Conductor Dia Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max.
deg.C
O.D
Size Min. Nominal Max. Inc. O.D Inc. O.D Inc. Ohms Ohms per metre
per
SWG mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm min. Max.
15 1.810 1.829 1.8480.0401.9030.075 1.941 0.113 1.977 0.0063 0.0067
16 1.607 1.626 1.643 0.039 1.6980.073 1.7350.110 1.770 0.0080 0.00 5
17 1.407 1.422 1.4370.0381.492 0.0711.528 0.107 1.562 0.0105 0.0111
18 1.206 1.219 1.2320.035 1.2850.067 1.318 0.100 1.350 0.0142 0.0151
19 1.005 1.016 1.0270.0341.0800.065 1.1130.098 1.144 0.0205 0.0217
22 0.703 0.711 0.7190.0300.7660.0560.7950.085 0.22 0.041 .0444
23 0.604 0.61 0.6160.0270.6590.0500.6840.075 0.70 0.05 0.0602
24 0.553 0.559 0.5650.0250.6050.0470.629 0.07} 0.652 0.0 7 0.071
25 0.502 0.508 0.5140.0250.5540.0470.578 0.07] 0.60 I .0 I O. 71
Table 5-3: Copper wire Technical Specification apr 1 -60 t 7-0-1 [5 )
1 2
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The windings are similar in design and function to those used in a conventional
induction or synchronous motor. When connected to an appropriate symmetrical
power source, the currents in the windings produce a rotating magnetic field, which
interacts with the rotor and produce a rotational torque on shaft. Figure 5-11 how
the winding configuration and an actual layout for PM machine.
Figure 5-11: BLDC's winding configuration and lay ut
The winding wire specification is dependent on the slot opening, the wir
used, the compatibility of the selected tooling and th lot lin r . Th t liners i an
insulating material to be put onto the inner slot surface in order t av id any abra I n
and possible electrical shorts between the winding and the tat r. h larger th I t
opening, the greater the versatility in wire size leetion and the numb I' f trand t
be used. A simple mathematical program is used to analy and
winding wire for the motor as shown in the following
t th appr print
f th Mat" 'AD
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software program created for the determination of the required parameters, such a
copper area, slot area, slot fill factor and approximation of the winding resistance.
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Figure 5-12: Screenshots of the Math CAD Pr gram for BLD winding
determination
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The slot opening versus wire size selection which reflects the slot fill factor and
winding resistance can be best explained by the charts shown in Figure 5- J 3 and
Figure 5-14 respectively.
Slot Fill factor vs wire size
V-Value
0.1
~ 1 strand
frA~ 2 strands
seD 3 strands
o~------------------------------~--------------~
0.6 0.66 0.72 0.78 0.84 0.9 0.96 1.02 1.08 1.14 1.2
wire diameter (mm)
Figure 5-13: Slot fill factor with respect to wire diameter and trand
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Figure 5-14: BLDC's winding resistance with respect to wire diameter and trand
5.8 Test rig set-up
The prototype motor is tested on the 'Electric Motor High peed Test Rig' supplied
by Torquemeters Ltd,. Figure 5-15 shows the te t rig and quipm nt u cd in thi
research. This test rig is a four-quadrant rig and designed to driv and ab r p w r
from the test machine using a 40kW (nominal) variable peed A m t r as a prim
mover with a maximum speed of 20000rpm [54]. The prime m v I' i nn ted t
the rig components using flexible element coupling with final driv th t t
machine through a splined quill shaft [54].
The system torque is measured using an in-line pede tal torqu tran du er m d I
with a maximum rating of ±100Nm. The standard model t rqu m tel' ha
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specially designed for easy interchange ability between the torsion shafts with ratings
of±100Nm and ±10Nm. The output from the torque transducer can be measured as
analog outputs of 0-1OVor 4-20 rnA, or readily converted into the digital outputs in a
windows environment. The torque transducer is fitted with a standard software
programming with RS232 serial interface which give a simple way of configuring
the output results and the input data. This software gives a constantly updated display
of torque, speed and power and the output data can be periodically saved into a file.
Safety is an additional concern in operating this test rig. To stop the operation of the
test bed in the event of the emergency situation, few emergency stop switches are
installed into the test rig. The prime mover's drive will decelerate the test rig at the
maximum possible rate to zero speed and then disable the system. In addition, in
order to protect the user, a large transparent enclosure is built that can be placed over
the test machine when the system is running.
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(ii)
(iv)
(iii)
(v)
Figure 5-15: Test rig set-up (i) High speed test bed (ii) M a urern nt equipm nt (iii)
High speed test bed control panel (iv) Mea urernent quipm nt (v) P wer nv rt r
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Chapter 6
Simulation Versus Experimental
Results Comparison
Once all the parameters have been determined, the motor is simulated in the finite
element software, Magnet, in order to predict the induced back EMF, phase currents
and the produced loading torque. The motor used in this experiment is radial flux
BLAe of 24 slots and 20 poles with double layer winding configuration. The motor
performance is then tested under four major conditions and the results will be
evaluated and compared with the simulated and analytical models respectively which
are defined in chapter 1.
6.1 Condition 1: NoLoad
The no load test is carried out assuming that the motor is mounted on the tost ria and
rotated at certain speed. In this experiment the prototyped motor Q24P20 is rotated at
585rpm and the induced back EMF for every phase is measured. Figure 6-1 and
Table 6-1 below show the detail of the back EMF results and the comparison of the
results respectively.
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Phase-1 Back EMF vs Time
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Figure 6-1: Back EMF results
Volt rms Difference
BEMF
Actual FE model Analytical FE model Analytical
Phase 1 54_55 53.47 56_93 -1.98% 4.36-%
Phase 2 54_74 54_05 56_93 -1.26% 4_00%
Phase 3 53.80 54_02 56.93 0.41% 5.82%
Table 6-1: Back EMF comparison
Based on the above results, the waveforms are similar and differences between actual,
[mite element model and analytical are small.
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6.2 Condition 2: Generating Mode
In this mode, the motor Q24P20 is undergoing a test in the generating mode. This
test is to examine the motor capability when it acts as a generator. The motor is
rotated at 200 rpm with applied resistive loads about 5.1 ohms each. Both the motor
windings and the loads are connected in star configuration. The both output phase
voltages at winding and loads as well as the developed torque are measured. A
simple schematic diagram for FE model simulation and actual experimental set-up
are shown in Figure 6-2 and Figure 6-3 respectively.
T2
Coil_B
Load2 R_B
T2
5.058 0.5061
Coil_C
Load3 R_C
T2
5.095 0.505
Figure 6-2: Generating mode schematic diagram and FE model
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Figure 6-3: Experimental set-up for Generating Mode
Phase Volt at Load vs Time(Phl)
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Figure 6-4: Generating mode result
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The Figure 6-4 above shows the comparison of results between the FE model and the
actual experimental results in the generating mode. The output phase voltages
waveforms at the windings and loads are reasonably match well the FE model. In
general, the predicted torque produced in FE model is close to the experiment. There
is a slight voltage drop between the phase voltage at windings and loads due to
winding resistances. Below is the summary of the results and the percentage different
between predicted and actual results.
RMS values
Parameters Different
Actual FE Model
Phase voltage at load (VL) 16.44 16.34 -0.58%
Phase voltage at winding (Vg) 16.83 18.00 6.95%
Phase current (amp) 3.30 3.23 -1.96%
Torque (Nm) -9.12 -8.55 -6.27%
Table 6-2: Generating mode comparison result
6.3 Condition 3: Motoring Mode
In this motoring mode, the motor is controlled with a 6-phase power converter and
speed controlled through a vector controlled system. A test rig provided the various
torques or loads to the motor under test. The performance of the motor will be
evaluated by analyzing all the output waveforms that are captured by the power
analyzers. Below are the results when the motor is examined at various speeds from
200 rpm to 1150 rpm (200 radian-per-second (rps) to 1200rps electrical speed for 10
pair poles machine) and various torques from 10 Nm to 40 Nm. Most of the results
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are quite close to the predicted values in the simulated FE model. The torque
constant Kt reduces as expected with load due to iron saturation. It was also observed
that it reduced as a function of speed. This could be due to the increase in iron losses
components.
1200rps and 4ONm: Phase Current vs Time
o 0.5 2 2.5 3
Time(s)
Figure 6-5: Phase current waveforms in motoring mode
RMS values
Current Different
Actual FE Model
Phase! 17.57 16.65 -5.25%
Phase 2 17.58 17.44 -0.79%
Phase 3 17.60 17.24 -2.04%
Table 6-3: Phase current comparison
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1200rps and 4ONm: Phase Voltage vs Time
o 0.5 2.5
Time(s)
4
Figure 6-6: Phase voltage waveforms in motoring mode
RMS values
Voltage Different
Actual FE Model
Phase 1 137.60 119.18 -13.4%
Phase 2 137.40 ] 18.87 -l3.5%
Phase 3 137.50 1]4.28 -16.9%
Table 6-4: Phase voltage comparison
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Kt vs Torque
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Figure 6-7: Torque constant Kt at various speeds and torques
6.4 Condition 4: Fault Mode
A number of fault conditions are also analysed. It is a fact that any fault occurrences
in a motor may cause the total failure of the entire system. There are two main
electrical faults that can possibly occur in an electric motor: a Sh0l1 circuit and an
open circuit faults.
6.4.1 Short Circuit
A short circuit fault happens when all the phases are shorted together at the terminal
connection. In the event of a short circuit, the current which flows is limited by the
phase resistance and inductance. This short circuit fault can be depicted by the
following diagram in Figure 6-8.
1J 6
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bemf
Figure 6-8: Short circuit fault diagram
At a higher speed, the resistance is generally very small and in practice the fault
current is dominantly produced by the phase back EMF and the inductance as
follows.
(6.1)
The braking torque as a function of speed is estimated as:
_ 3.isc
2
·RphTsc - -~----''''-
Cl)
(6.2)
An experimental investigation is carried out to obtain both the Torque - Speed
characteristics of the motor as well as the current flow during the short circuit
condition. These experimental results will be later compared to both the predicted
finite element analysis and analytical results. The analytical result is obtained by
analysing the actual machine parameters with linear assumption a d scribed In
equations (6.1) and (6.2) using standard analysis program software as hown In
Appendix H.
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3- Phase Short Circuit Test - Torque Speed Characteristics
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Figure 6-9: Braking torque during 3-phase short circuit fault
3- Phase Short Circuit Test - Current Speed Characteristics
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Figure 6-10: Short circuit phase current during 3-phase short circuit fault
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From the above Figure 6-10, there is close agreement between both the predicted
finite element analysis and analytical results with the actual experimental results. It is
worth highlighting that whilst the tests in the lab were not done for a very long
duration of time the machine temperature did vary and consequently the
experimental are affected by this, mainly increased winding resistance and lower
magnet flux linkage as the temperature increases.
6.4.2 Open Circuit
An open circuit fault in a motor occurs when one of the phases is interrupted and
leaving the other two phases in healthy condition. The motor can still operate by
applying the fault tolerant control strategy as presented in [55]. This strategy will
increase the magnitude of the remaining healthy phases by factor of 1.732 in order to
compensate the loss of torque contribution from the faulty phase. This strategy
requires a separate converter to control each phase and the healthy phases current
will be shifted 30degree away from the phasor of the faulty phase. Below are the
results during open circuit operation for both simulated and experimental tests
respectively. The results are different due to the voltage controlled experimental
system was used which as a result the current values did not settle to the ideal case
shown in the simulation results. A way forward could be to use hysteresis control to
shape the currents as required or else to add a feed-forward compensation
mechanism [56].
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Simulation: Open Circuit Phase Currents
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Figure 6-11: Simulated phase currents during open circuit fault
Experimental: Open Circuit Condition Currents
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Figure 6-12: Experimental phase currents during open circuit fault
6.5 Thermal Results
A range of thermal tests were done to better understand the motor's capability and
limitations. MotorCAD was used to investigate the temperature di tribution within
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the motor and its variation with speed and load. MotorCAD uses lumped-resistance
network to represent the machine and thus it is very fast in terms of evaluation times
however it relies on published correlations to determine convective heat transfer.
There are also a number of uncertainties in such a model, namely contact resistances
between different surfaces, winding impregnation goodness and the distribution of
the individual strands within a slot.
The thermal test at a stall condition was first done and the results utilised primarily to
calibrate the MotorCAD software. Several experiments were performed for the 20
poles motor at various torque values such as 5Nm, 10Nm, 15Nm and 20Nm as to
obtain the temperature profile of the motor components.
It was noted that the end winding is the critical component as it heats up at the
greatest rate due to the current which flows in the stator winding and the lack of a
good thermal path to the stator stack. Knowing the fact that in a stall condition, there
will be no others losses except the copper loss which is the only component that
contributes the heat energy to the motor this allowed to have a good certainty on the
motor losses and hence allowed for the calibration of the thermal circuit. A great
amount of time was spent in calibrating the thermal parameters' of the model so as to
bring down the over-predicted MotorCAD temperature contours to the experimental
results obtained. It is worth mentioning about the meaning of 'calibration'. In this
context, 'calibration' refers to modifying certain default parameters in MotorCAD,
which were unknown. These parameters included, and were not limited to;
i) component clearances
ii) natural convection coefficient for fins
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iii) stator stacking factor
iv) impregnation material properties
The thermal results obtained, both from the experiment as well as from MotorCAD
were analysed and a comparative study was undertaken. The combined results
obtained for a 20Nm stalled motor operating condition on temperature plotting and
percentage difference table are shown in
Figure 6-13 and Table 6-6 respectively, thus giving a clearer picture of the ensuing
results.
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Figure 6-13: MotorCAD model calibrated with the 20Nm Experimental Re ult
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Additional tests at various speeds and torques were also carried out. This was
primarily done as an additional check in ensuring the correct calibration of
MotorCAD and to check the motor thermal capability level. This is because as
mentioned earlier, in a stall case, only copper losses exist. However, running the
motor at a particular speed (other than zero speed) yields additional losses, such as:
bearing, windage, hysteresis and iron loss. Such losses and the predicted FEA
magnetic losses were then inputted into MotorCAD so that the temperature profiles
of various load cases could be obtained and compared with the experimental results.
Therefore, the agreement of the experimental data to that predicted by MotorCAD
would inherently mean that the losses defmed in the above section were segregated
correctly. The result of this analysis at speed of 200 rpm and torque at 20 Nm can be
seen in the Figure 6-14 and Table 6-7 below:
Q24P20: 200rpm 20Nm
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The model was said to be correctly calibrated due to the fact that both the gradient
(thermal capacitance) as well as the steady state temperatures has been well matched
for several separate scenarios - 10Nm, 15Nm and 20Nm stall. The model was also
calibrated for two additional scenarios - a 200rpm 20Nm and a 200rpm 35Nm.
These were to ensure that the loss data was correctly being predicted through FEA
method.
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Figure 6-15: Direct comparison between MotorCAD and experimental re ult at peed
200rpm and torque 35N
Therefore, through these three distinct scenarios, it was concluded that the thermal
model was sufficient to simulate the actual motor. This was desirable, ince gr at
time saving was accomplished, since experimental tests were no longer I' quired, a
the thermal model could efficiently predict the motor temperature . The re ult in
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Table 6-5 clearly indicates the motors torque against thermal capability. However,
there are certain considerations to be taken in examining the thermal capability of the
motor. The motor was simulated at various loads level for 2.5 hours continuously and
the final temperature of the critical components such as winding and magnet were
measured. The percentage shown in table below represents the predicted temperature
of the mentioned components at the end of the simulation duration at various loads
with respect to the maximum rating of the winding and magnet which are at 180°C
(453K)( class H rating) and 180°C respectively. It can be observed from Table 6-5
that at 40 Nm load, the motor's winding has reached its' maximum rating and will
definitely damage the motor if the operation is still on.
Time Speed Load Current Winding Magnet
hour Nm A degC(Kelvin)
Percentage
degC(Kelvin)
Percentage
rpm
20 7.87 65(338) 74.61% 57(330) 72.85%
30 11.81 128(401) 88.52% 104(377) 83.22%
2.5 200
35 13.78 147(420) 92.72% 118(391) 86.31%
40 15.75 189(462) 101.99% 150(423) 93.38%
Table 6-5: Thermal capability level of the motor
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Chapter 7
Conclusion and Further Work
7.1 Conclusion
The purpose with this thesis was to design and optimize a permanent magnet
synchronous motor for an aircraft actuator application. Some choices have been made
in order to restrict the extension of the work. A BillC motor with a concentrated
winding was expected to fulfil the requirements. An extensive comparison between
BLDC and BLAC motors for the specific application has been made.
During the design stage, all the parameters have been analytically determined and the
motor models were verified through simulation in the finite element software,
Magnet, in order to predict the induced back EMF and the produced loading torque.
According to the used analytical models, the suggested machine design fulfils the
requirements. This was also confirmed with finite element method (FEM)
simulations and experimental results. Thus, the results showed acceptable correlation
between the three methods; analytical, simulation and experimental.
Models for the different losses in the machine have been developed and implemented
into the design stage. In addition to the copper losses, iron losses as well as bearing
losses and windage losses are also considered. Special attention was given to analyse
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a thermal model used in order to predict temperatures in different parts of the motor
and to determine the motor capability.
Attention was also given to the calculation of the mechanical stress on the magnets,
leading to requirements of the bandage or adhesive application. Calculations on
mechanical stress and centrifugal forces due to high rotational speed deem necessary
before selecting an appropriate method to retain the magnets. The initial glass-fibre
bandage failed to withstand these forces due to improper selection of the undersized
dimension of the sleeve. The structural magnet bonding adhesive had been replaced
as the retaining method and its tensile strength was capable to uphold the speed more
than 345% of the rated speed.
Basic drive systems for the both type of motor have been described and possible
requirements on torque and speed controls were also considered. Detailed Simulink
models for a PMSM and BLOC drive systems with vector current and hysteresis
current controller respectively have been developed and operation on rated
requirement have been studied. Simulink has been chosen due to its flexibility and
mathematical models or even a model from FEM software can be easily incorporated
in the simulation and the presence of numerous tool boxes and support guides
simplifies the simulation of large system. A speed controller has been designed
successfully for closed loop operation for both PMSM and BLOC drive systems so
that the motor runs at the commanded or reference speed. The simulated system has a
fast response with practically zero steady state error thus validating the design
method of the speed controller.
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A comparative study has been made of those two current controller schemes in terms
of switching frequency, speed error and current control ability. This study proves that
vector current controllers are better than hysteresis current controllers because of
having constant switching frequency and lower THD of the current waveforms. The
error between the speed command and the actual speed is also greatly reduced.
Hysteresis current controllers have a variable switching frequency that depends of
the hysteresis band and if the bandwidth is very small it may affect the device
switching capability. However, the simulation with hysteresis current controller
allows faster simulations with reduced time and computational resources and at the
same time generates torque ripple.
The design and construction of the prototype been carried out and is described in
Chapter 5. It is specifically built to study the performance of the proposed motor.
The motor drives for PMSM have been constructed and the performance of the
system with the proposed testing condition is analyzed in Chapter 6 above.
From the comparison between the practical and simulation work, it can be concluded
that the experimental results are in good agreement with the simulation. The motor
shows excellent performance and able to satisfy the required specification. However,
there were slight errors between experimental and simulated results probably due to
certain losses which are not included in the simulation model such as thermal losses
and imperfection on the prototype especially on the lamination steels.
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7.2 Suggestions for Further Work
An important element of tests which has not been performed is the evaluation of
BLDC real performance, It is advisable to carry out such tests in order to confirm
and verify the predicted performance data. For these experiments the hysteresis
current controller drive should be constructed and implemented especially in aiming
for a considerably simpler and cheaper drive.
Furthermore, the implementation of fault tolerance test setup would be interesting as
the machine is expected to be capable of operating over fault condition. This had
been successfully carried out for PMSM and to test the full capability of the
developed system with BLDC should also be considered.
When examining the machine thermal capability, a suitable constructed motor with
corresponding measurement devices should be implemented as to monitor the motor
condition while running. A more sophisticated and high-resolution monitoring
devices can be implemented on each part of the targeted motor components.
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Appendix A Flow of Design Procedure
( START)
INPUT PARAMETERS
1. Torque
2. Pole number, Nm
3. Slot number, Ns
4. Speed, Wm
5. Motor length
6. Magnet property
7. Phase voltage, m
8. Airgap property
9. Current loading
MAGNET
THICKNESS
ROTOR RADIUS
PERIODICAL, tp
Ip=GCD(Ns,Nm/2)
WINDING
FEASIBILITY
Bsbi=1.2T OTHER
Bteeth=1.8T PARAMETERS Rr,Rs,Rm,1 9Bltip=O.9T On
Brbl=1.4T PROPORTION
6'1'
or MAGN TI ATIONet=Tt CONDUCTOR WINDING ANO FLUX
NUMBER CONFIGURATION loiN AGe1 =BLv=BLR(J)
•
SLOT DEPTH WINDING
• BACK EMFQuadratic Eqn FACTOR
No
MMF AND
WINOING
HARMONIC
LOADING
TORQUE AND
WEIGHT
IRON LOSSES
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AppendixB Parameters Calculation
Appendix B: Parameters Calculation
The parameters are given for the STAR connected BLOC motor are as below
~shaft := 0.0635 Shaft diameter
He := 755.103
-7!-Lo:= 411·10
Torque in N-m
motor speed in rpm
Magnet remenance Tesla
Magnet Coercivity AIm
r- 40
Nm:= 800
Brem := 1.04
Air permeability
Brem
!-Lm:=--
He !-Lm= 0
iJ.m
iJ.ree:= -
iJ.o
Bag:= 0.7
lag := 0.001
!-Lree= 1.0962 Magnet permeability
Required Air gap field density
Air gap length
IR:= 0.1 Motor radial length
dslot := 0.002
Wsiol := 0.0036
Tooth bp thickness
slot openning
kfr:= 0.68 Fill factor
Nmag:= 16
Ns:= 24
Eph:= 145
Number of magnet poles
Number of slots
The back-EMF of the motor
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TRV:= 80 Design torque rotor volume in kNlm3
ill := 50
Calculation method
Use Hmlm + Haglag =0 assume Bag=Bm i.e Aag=Am
Hmlm + Bml uo lag =0 Hm = -Iagllm * Bml iJD
Bm = Srem - lagllm * fJIl1/iJD * BmBm = Srem + fJIl1Hm
Bm = Sreml (1 + lagllm * fJIl1/~) Bm = Brem! (1 + lagllm * uracoil" iJD liJD)
Rephrase 1m= Sm * lag * flIecoill (Srem - Sm)
To calculate magnet thickness
let Im:= 0.003
To determine rotor radius
T
lk,:= 0.043
Rro := Rsi - lag Rro = 0.042
Current loading in kAmps/m
+
magnet thickness in m
Inner stator radi us
Outer rotor radius
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11
ap:= 2--Nmag
11
as:= 2-Ns
Ap := ap.Rro
II..s := as·Rro
9p = 0.3927
pole pitch in radian
as = 0.2618 slot pitch in radian
Ap = 0.0165
1s=0.011
pole span in m
slot span in m
Ttw := as' Rsi - Wslot Ttw = 0.0077 Tooth tip width
To determine the tooth and back Iron sizes are based on the following proportion
Steeth := 1.3
Sttip= 0.7
Ssbi= 1.4
Srbi := 1.2
Sack iron density
Teeth tip Flux density
Stator back iron flux density
Rotor back iron flux density
. Sttip
Tw·= --·Ttw
Steeth
Tooth width in m
k:= 0.004 Actual Tooth width in m
Steeth
Lsbi:= --·Tw
Ssbi
Stator back iron length
~= 0.007 To adjust to Chris's motor
Sleeth
Lrbi:= --.Tw
Srbi
Rotor back iron length
13
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To calculate the motor power and phase current
COm = 83.7758 Speed in radls
motor power
. com
Iph:=T.--
2·Eph
phase current in Amp
[J_.
Ipk:= {2lph RMS current
To determine number of conductor
1'.~tooth := Bag AS IR
t.t:= ~
Nm·Ns
L:.~tooth = 0.0008 Flux at a tooth in wb
L:.t= 0.0031 time/tooth in s
t.~tooth
voltcond := --_
t.t voltcond = 0.2463
volt per conductor
et = 0.2463 volt per conductor based on T J
Miller equation
( Eph JZph:= --voltcond Zph= 588.7109 number of conductor per phase
One phase occupy one third of
total number of slots. Number 0
conductor per tooth
] 9
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T
Ppoles= -------2Zt.(Bag·IR·Rro .iph Ppoles = 8
To determine the slot depth
Try to limit the current density per slot at 12Armslmm2
l:.j= 12 current density per slot Nmm2
. iph
Acond·= -
l:.j
Acond = 0.9629 copper area for a single
conductor in mm2
Required copper area of slotAcu := Acond' Zt Acu = 70.8617
Aslot = 104.2084 Slot area with the slot fi IIfactor
Calculation of slot height by quadratic
B:= 1000[ 2n( Rsi + dslotl- Tw NsJ
Ns
£:= -Aslo!
A = 0.1309 B = 7.781 C = -104.2084
Actual slot depth
+
. -B-JB2-4A.C
slotdepth2= ---'----
2A
slotdepth2= -707021
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Ratio :« Aslot
3
TW' slotdepth1 . 10
+
To determine others parameters
-3
Rso := Rsi + slotdepth1 ·10 + Lsbi + dslot
Rslo := Rso - Lsbi
Rri := Rro - 1m- Lrbi
To find torgue density per volume
2
Vmotor := 1[Rro .IR
T
fltorque := --
Vmolor
To calculate resistance
Rslo
Zturn:= 2·1[·-
Ns
Icu := Zt (ll.Zturn + IR) 8
Icu
Rph:=----
-6
c Acond' 10
Result of the parameters
Rri = 0.0347
Rro = 0.042
Rsi = 0.043
Rso = 0.067
Lrbi = 0.0043
1m= 0.003
lag = 0.001
Lsbi = 0.007
Ratio = 1.7368
Vmotor = 0.0006
Zturn = 0.0157
Icu = 87.9228
Stator outer radius
Stator outer slot radius
Outer slot wi dth
Inner rotor radi us
Motor volume in m3
Torque density in Nlm3
Ttw = 0.0077 WslO = 0.0157
Tw = 0.004 slotdepth1 = •
Ap = 0.0165
AS = 0.011
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Appendix C Slot Area and Winding Resistance
Determination
Wslo/2
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TW:=4mn Ntum :=38
slotdepth := 15mn wslot := 3.6mn
dslot :=2mn Rsi :=43mn Lgth:= 105.6nn
d2 = 5.60144lx 10- 4 m
~Io := ~i + slotdepth + dslot + d2 ~Io = 0.06056m Stator outer slot radius
W slo = 0.OII85Sn Outer slot width
-3
Wsli=7.92761&< 10 In Inner slot width
~Icnr:= 2mn
-6 2
Aslcnr= 1.71681Sl< 10 In
Aslottrapz :=[O.5'(W slo + Wsli)·(slotdepthTI - Aslcnr
Slot Area
Slot Area Quadratic Eqn
Slot Area Trapezoidal Eqn
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EndWdg :=35mn
Wire specification values from FD
Sim swg20 grade2
(
Dcond)2
Acond := 71;' -2-
[
DinsuI)2
Awire:= 11;' -2-
-7 2
Acond =6.561185< 10 m
-7 2
Awire = 7.980148><10m
Acu :=2·Ntum·Acond -strand
Awiretotal:= 2·Ntum·Awire·strand
Acu
SFFcu:=--
Aslot
SFFru= 0.680055
Awiretotal
SFFwire:= ----
Aslot
To calculate resistance
6 10":=57.110 --
Q·m
copper conductivity
Phase :=3
[ (
W slo + W Sli)~
Lwdg r= Lgth+2·EndWdg+Tw+ 2 IJ2.strand.Ntum.N Lwdg = 691. 26358 In
Lwdg
~h := 2
o Acond -strand -Phase
LwdgO.0269
Rph := -__..:;;__--
strand Phase- 2
Rph = 1.54 583n
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Appendix D Open Circuit
Analysis for Q24P20
Magnetic Field
Br:= 1.140' Brm;= 1.18- i.z Magnet remenance Tesla (Chris)
He:= 81197: Hem:= 86000( Magnet Coercivity Alm(Chris)
-7 Permeability of free spaceJlo :=471:·10
Br
-6 Magnet recoilJl '-_ Jlm = 1.405x 10m'-
He
Jlm Magnet permeabilityJlr:=- Jlr= 1.118
Jlo
Ns :=24 no of slot
p:=2C P:= E. no of pole
2
m:=3 no of phase
Ne :=Ns no of coil equals to no of slot for double
Ne layer winding
Np:=3 no of coil per phase
Pitch ;= 1 coil pitch
Nm:=585 motor speed
m :=N ·22:.. mm = 61.261 Speed in rad/sm m 60
Nm·P
f:=- f=97.5 frequency60
Im:=14.l~ 5 Phase peak current- = 0.051282
f
Nt:=H number of conductor
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NICOLA METHOD
GCD program:
GCQx,y):= Iy if x= 0
GCQmod(y,x),x) otherwise
Here is the greatest common divisor: GCqNs'p) = 4
i>:=OC{Ns'~) Periodical
Ns
Ss:=- Ss = 12 Star of slot or no of spokestp
x Pole angle in degreeapole :=2- apole = 0.314p
apole = 18deg
<Xcpole:= (~) '<Xpole aepole = 180deg 1 pole electrical degree
x Slot angle in mech. deg<xm:=2- am= 0.262
Ns
am = lSdeg
<xe.:=(~}<xm ae = 2.618
Slot angle in elec. deg
Cle= lS0deg
<Xph:=i>'<Xm Clph = 0.524 Angle between 2 adjacent phase
aph = 30deg
Ns
Wdgok:=- Wdgok =4 Must be integer
mt p
n r= 1,3 .. 500(
am·x
ap2(1) = 1.309<Xp:=<XpoIe - Clm <Xp2(n):=0'
<Xpole·2
(npa )
~(o) := cos ___!,
~io) :=sin(Clp2(n»)2·2
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( n-o hJsin Wdgok·+
Wdgok . (n.aphJ
-'Sln-
2 2
ZHUMETHOD
5
t:=O,O.OOOl.-
f
x
e :=-O.IO~O.OOL.-
10
amag:= 14C magnet span
amag
apr:= 1'80'"
Rr:=O.04: Rotor radius 1:=0.1
....
length
Rs:=0.047. Inner stator Rm:=0.046: Magnet radius
Br
cl :=2-apr
J.l.o
x·apr
c2:=-
2
Rr
Rrs:=-
Rs
Rm
Rms:=-
Rs
Rr
Rnn:=-
Rm
M(n) :=cl. sin(n·c2)
n'c2
p=20
P= 10
2·1l0·M(n)
n·P R n·P+Ia(n):= --- . ms
J.l.r (n.p)2 _ I
nn(n) :=(n·P-I) + 2·Rrmn.P+I_ (n-P + 1).Rrm2.n.P
( 2.n.p) (2.n.p 2.n.p)d(n) :=PJ.lf· 1- Rrs - nJ.lf· Rms - Rrrri
Jl .M(n) (n·P - I) + 2.( Rr1n·P+ I _ (n.P + l).(.!!:.12.n.p
Kt,(n):= 0 • n·P . Rm) Rm)
J.l.r (n.p)2_1 J.l.r+I'[I_(!!:)2.n'PJ_ J.l.r-lr(Rm12.n.p _('!!:'12.n.p 47
Jlr Rs J.l.r II Rs) Rm)
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(nn(n»)kb(n) :=a(n)o -den)
vt(e):= 2:(kb(n)ocos(noPoe))
n
r:=Rs
0_( r )noP-1 (RmjnOP+1 (RmjnOP+1
fbr<n)o- - 0 - +_
Rs Rs r
o_{ r )nop-I (RmjnOP+1 (RmjnOP+1
fb8(n)o- - 0 - +_Rs Rs r
n
~s = 00262
~s = 15deg
1t
~p :=2-
p Pp = 00314
~p = 18deg
Ps2 = 00262
Bd = 00524
Bd = 30deg
n
slot pitch angle
pole pitch angle
No of conductor per phase
No of spokes per phase
angle displacement of 2 adjacent
coils
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(
n.p.13 )
~n(n) := sin T pitch factor
distribution factorKdn(n) := ()
n·Sd
N -sin --
sp 2
winding factor
flux linkage
eel (t) :=2·Rs·l· Nt.romI~[ ~(n) ~n(n) sin[n.(p.rom·t)]] back emf per coil per phase
'p 1(t) ,= ,. Rs·'·Nt· N",m m{~[ I<",(n) "Pn(n) '\in(n) .Si{Cn.( p.rom·tD + n-(Nsp _ ,).o:~
'p,(t) ,=,.Rs·'· Nt· NO'rom{ ~[ I<",(n). "Pn(n)· Kdn(nbin[n{ p.rom·t - ';')] + n.( N p - ,).o,d~
'p3(t) ,= z Rs·'· Nt· NO' .mm{ ~[ I<",(n)· "Pn(n). Kdn(n) -. P·mmH ';)] + n.( Nsp - ,).o,,~
Flux Lingkage versus Time
G) 0.0I
W
..>:
00
.s \jJ c( t)
~ --0.004
;;::
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back EMF per coil per phase
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Appendix E SKF Model of Bearing Losses
Determination
The following article is extracted from the SKF website. The bearing power loss
prediction of the SKF model is derived from an advanced computational model and
is designed to provide approximate reference values. The power loss in a bearing as a
result of bearing friction is obtained by the following relation:
Power loss and bearing temperature
The power loss in a bearing as a result of bearing friction can be
obtained using the equation
I\IR = 1,05 x 10-4 Ivln
where
I'IIR= power loss [W·]
IV' = total frictional moment of the bearing [Nmm)
n = rotational speed [r/min
If the cooling factor (the heat to be removed from the bearing
per degree of temperature difference between bearing and
ambient) is known, a rough estimate of the temperature
increase in bearing can be obtained using
LIT= NR /Ws
where
LIT = temperature increase [0C]
NR = power loss [W]
Ws = cooling factor [W/oC]
The ne\1J SKF model for calculation of the frictional
moment
The new SKF model for calculating the frictional moment enables
a more accurate calculation of the frictional moment generated
in SKF rolling bearings according to the equation
Iv' = Ivhr + Ms! + Mseal + Iv'drag
The new SKF model is derived from more advanced
computational models developed by SKF and is designed to
provide approximate reference values, under the following
application conditions:
- Grease lubrication or normal methods of oil lubrication: oil
bath, oil-spot and oil jet.
- For paired bearings, calculate the frictional moment for each
bearing separately and then add them up. The radial load is
divided equally over the two bearings; the axial load is
shared according to the bearing arrangement.
- Loads equal to or larger than the recommended minimum
load.
- Constant loads in magnitude and direction.
- Normal operational clearance.
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Deep groove ball bearings, single row, low.friction seal on both sides
ProckJct Intormatlon Tolelances, see elso text
Radial Internal clearance, see also text
Recommended fts
Shaft and rousrng tolerances
Principal dimensions Basic: load rilings Fatigue Speed ratings Mass Desigoation
dynamic static load Reference Limiting
limit speed speed
d 0 B C Co Pu * - SICF ElCplorer bearing
mm kN kN r/min ko
20 42 12 9,95 0,2'12 38000 19000 0,069 6004-2RSL'
Calculation fKtors
kr 0,025
to 14
Figure 1: Datasheet of bearings used for the prototyped motor (6004-2RSL)
Table 2: Technical specifications of SKFgreases for seated deep g
Technical specification SKFgrease.
LHT23 LTlO MT33 GXN GWB LT20 GJN
Thickener lithium lithium lithium Polyur • • Polyur • • lithium Polyur • •
soap soap soap soap soap soap soap
Base oil type Ester 011 Diester 011 Minerai 011 Minerai 011 Minerai 011 Ester 011 Diester 011 Mlne"loll
HLGIconsIStency cl... 2·3
Temperature range, ael) ·50 to +140 ·50 to +90 ·30 to +110 ·30 to +120 ·40 to +150 ·40 to +160 ·55 to +110 ·30 to +150
Base oil viscosity, mm2/s
at 40 'C 26 12 70 98 96 70 IS 115
at 100 GC 5,1 3,3 7,3 9,4 io.s 9,4 3,7 12,2
Designation suffix HT IVT LT GJN
(LHT23 If not (LTlO If not (MT33 If nol
standard) standard) stenderd]
Table 1: Technical specifications of SKF grease
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( Product data ) ~ OJ ( Calculations ) ~
frictional moment . power loss
Every care has been taken to ensure the
accuracy of this calculation but no liability can be
accepted for any loss or damage whether direct,
indirect or consequential arising out of the use of
the calculation.
Be",ring 6004·2RSL
d [mm) 20
D[mm) 42
dm [mm) 31
I n [r/min) 500
v [mm'lsl 70
F, [N] 21.15
Fa [N) 100
~EHL 0.05
@ Grease
Oil spot
Oil bath
Oil jet
H [mm]
K,s
( Calculate)
See se cti0 n "Thenew SKFmodelfor calculationof the
frictionalmoment" Rolling frictional moment
lIlish Ill,s M" [Nmm] 7.4 7
Sliding frictional moment
~1sl [Nmm] 1.7
Frictional moment of seals
~1s.al [Nmm] 3.04
Frictional moment of drag losses
Md,ag [Nmm] 0
Total frictional moment
M [Nmm] 12.2
Power loss
0.64
Starting torque
Mstart [Nmm] 6.94
( Extra info)
Temperature increase
Figure 2: An example which data were input into the SKF Model to give the required
bearing frictional loss at a specified speed.
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w (rpm) w (rad/s) P loss (single bearing) Total Bearin_g_LossJID
0 0.00 0.00 0.00
50 5.24 0.05 0.09
100 10.47 0.10 0.20
150 15.71 0.16 0.31
200 20.94 0.22 0.43
250 26.18 0.28 0.56
300 31.42 0.35 0.69
350 36.65 0.41 0.83
400 41.89 0.49 0.97
450 47.12 0.56 1.12
500 52.36 0.64 1.28
550 57.60 0.72 1.44
585 61.26 0.78 1.56
600 62.83 0.81 1.61
650 68.07 0.90 1.79
700 73.30 0.99 1.97
750 78.54 1.08 2.16
800 83.78 1.18 2.36
850 89.01 1.28 2.56
900 94.25 1.38 2.76
950 99.48 1.48 2.96
1000 104.72 1.59 3.18
1050 109.96 1.70 3.40
HOO 115.19 1.81 3.62
1140 119.38 1.90 3.80
1150 120.43 1.92 3.84
1200 125.66 2.04 4.08
Table 2: A tabulation of friction loss at various speeds
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Appendix F Neodymium.lron·Boron Permanent
Magnets Datasheet
NEODYMIUM·IRON·BORON
Abbreviated Product Information Sheet
TYPicalMagnetic and Ph sical Characierisllcs
Residua.l Induetion I,;OffClVlty lIlIl1nalt CoelCNlty Mhlmum En«gy Product Tempualu,. Curie Max.
Material Br Heb Hcj BHmu CO.fflCiffilS Temp . .,.. Ing
kG T kO. kAlm kOf kAlm MGOe KJfm' "IBrl D liHcl Te TfmD.
Grade Mn Max. !.In. Ma, Min. M~. - Min Min M,n Max. Min: Max. %I'C I~~C ·C "C
N35 11.7 12.2 1.17 1.22 10.S 860 u 955 33 3~ ~5 285 ·0 1~ -aes 310 80
N38 12.2 12.6 1.22 1.26 11.2 800 12 955 3~ ~O 285 320 .012 .(I.M 310 80
NolO 12.5 12.9 1.25 1.29 11.4 905 12 955 38 ~2 300 33S ·012 ·MS 310 80
N.t2 12.S 13.2 1.28 D2 11.5 915 12 955 3~ ~ 310 350 .ol~ .o.M 310 80
N.t5 13.2 13.8 1.32 1.:18 11.0 925 12 955 <2 ~G 335 3M ·012 -aes 310 80
N.t8 131 lU 1.37 1.43 11.0 925 11 955 45 5G 300 400 ·0.12 ·M5 310 70
N50 14.0 14.6 1.40 146 10.0 795 11 955 47 51 375 405 .012 .0.05 310 60
N35 M 111 12.2 1.17 122 102 860 14 1115 33 3G 205 285 .012 .(1.60 310·320 100
N38 M 12.2 12.6 1.22 1.26 11.2 890 14 1115 36 40 265 3~0 .012 .0.60 310·320 100
N.tO M 12.5 12.9 1.25 1.29 11.5 915 14 1115 38 <2 300 335 ·0.12 .0.60 310·320 100
N.t2 M 12.8 13.2 1.28 U3 11.8 835 14 1115 40 44 320 335 ·0 I~ -1).60 310·320 100
N.t5 M 13.2 13.8 1.32 1.38 12..2 9iO 14 1115 ~2 ·0 335 305 .0 12 .n.00 310-320 100
N.t8 M lU 14.3 1.30 1.43 12..8 1020 14 1115 45 49 300 390 .ol~ .0.00 310..320 100
N33 H ID 11.7 1.13 1.17 105 835 17 1355 31 35 245 280 ·011 .n.58 3~0·33O 120
N35 H 111 12.2 1.17 1.22 108 860 17 1355 33 37 ~5 295 ·011 -0.58 3~0·330 120
N38 H 12.2 12.0 1.22 1.26 112 890 17 1355 30 '0 255 3~0 ·011 -0.58 320·330 "'Ii"
N40 H 12.5 12.9 1.25 129 115 915 17 1355 38 <2 3DO 335 ·011 .0.58 3~0·330 120
N42 H 12.S 13.2 1.28 132 118 940 17 13~5 '0 ~4 320 350 .0 11 -0.58 320..330 120
N40 H 13.0 13.8 1.30 13S 120 955 17 13M 42 40 335 3M ·011 -0.58 320·330 120
N.t8 H 1M 14.3 1.30 1.43 125 995 16 1275 45 .g 360 390 .0 11 -O.M 320·330 liD
N30 SH 10.8 11.4 1.0a 114 100 795 ~O 1590 28 32 225 256 .0 11 .0.55 330·340 150
N33 SH 11.3 11.7 1.13 117 105 835 20 1590 31 35 245 280 ·011 .0.05 330·3~O 150
N35 SH 11.7 12.2 1.17 1.22 IDS 850 20 1590 33 3& 2M 285 -OIl -0.55 330·340 150
N38 SH 12.2 12.6 1.22 126 113 900 20 1090 3& 40 265 3~0 -OIl -0.55 330-340 150
N40 SH 12.5 12.9 1.25 129 115 925 20 1590 38 ~2 300 335 -OIl .0.55 330·340 150
N42 SH 12.8 13.2 l.2a 132 II 9 945 ~O 1590 40 44 320 350 -OIl .0.55 33Q..34O 150
N28 UH 10.2 10.8 1.02 106 9.4 750 ~5 1990 26 30 205 240 -OIl -0.51 3-40·380 180
N30 UH 10.8 11.3 I.oa 113 10.0 795 25 1990 28 32 225 255 ·0 II .0.51 3-40·380 1iO
N33 UH 11.3 11.7 1.13 117 105 835 25 1990 31 35 245 280 -OIl .0.51 3-40-380 180
I N30 UH 11.8 12.2 1.18 122 106 860 25 1990 33 36 ~5 285 -OIl .0.51 3010-380 180 n
N38 UH 12.2 12.6 1.22 1.26 113 900 25 1990 3& ~O 285 3~0 -OIl .0.'1 3-40·380 ISO
NolO UH 12.5 12.9 1.25 129 116 925 ~ 1990 38 42 300 335 -OIl -O.el 3-40-380 laO
N211 EH 10.4 10.9 1.04 1.09 11.8 780 30 2385 26 30 205 240 -OIl .o.el 3-40-380 200
N3D EH 10.8 11.3 1.0a 1.13 10.2 810 30 2385 28 32 225 255 -OIl ·Ul 3-4Q..380 200
N33 EH 11.2 11.7 1.12 117 105 835 30 2385 31 35 245 280 ·0 II -41.el 3-40-380 200
N35 EH 11.7 12.2 1.17 1.22 110 875 30 2385 33 3& 265 285 -OIl -O.el 3-40-380 200
N38 EH 122 12..8 1.22 1.26 113 900 30 2385 3& 'll 265 320 .Q II -0.51 3-4Q..380 200
Notes:
• A1Ip fi I ~lEd ~If arE t)~lc' ira ~1"3I)' deperdlng upo<IllZf ana milt r me Mag"Itl.
• Ad o!l.11gr;>di!1.~tI1 • • hancod rig" t_",.Jilla".rr MC!.roay "'if
• for a(il1!cnlll ·cm:aU..,. p~'Sf con:aaAmoJa ill t:If c.:;or n.lOW GllPfJi ~1111YD,r
IOCalAm"d5.1~EjIOr>'"
ARNOLD
MAGN TIC T CHNO 001
770 Ind. A",nu • . Rochut,r. 4a25-27e.1 USA
Phon. (") 585-385-QOI0 . ToU!tH 800-~O3-ll 27
F,,: (. ) ~6-~96-go 7
o ~OO A old M<IIInEt Q fChnoIogips Corp
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Appendix G Adhesives Datasheet
Bondmaster E32
Two Part Epoxy Resin
Technical Information Sheet
Woods de Road. Easl@igh
Hampsnlre 505 4EX
Tel 02380" 9922
=ax: 0 3 sees 2270
Description:
Bandmaster E32 has re arkable resistance to bo s atic and dynamic loading, and bonds to a
wide variely of materials including ietats. co iposttes, ceran ics and woad. E32 has been selec ed
for many industrial assen blies were s ructural integrity is required. Aopncano s extendi g back
over 20 years confirm its excellent environmental dura>ility. Accura ely metered a d mixed
material can be applied direct to the workpiece by using E32 in the 'EDS' ea ridge pac
Physical Properties: Part A - Resin Part B - Hardener Mixed
Colour White Black Grey
Viscosity (mPa.s) Soft Paste So 80,000son Pa~:f
Specific Gravity 1.38 1.22
ix Ratio
- By Weigh 10 :80 Gap Fill
-1 m
- By Volume :1 (0 a vertical surface)
Generally the recommended se ice e ipera ure range for this product is -55 to +80·C. However
experience has show t at igher temperatures, of arou d 200'C, lay be endured for shor
periods providing the ad esive is oat unduly stressed.
Usable
-weCure Speed
- at 23CC
- at 60cC
2 hrs.
30 rnlns. hr.
o Composites lh 5 adhe s ve IS capable ef 5:rMgtlt5 s,m,I3r to :h31
achrevee 0 steel but "., 51 .ases de am anen on t e eoMpos~e will
oce r beillre this oad is rea ed n Aluminium &. Coppel alleys ,he
f tlte PlEta will define thi! ul:i ate bond
Lap Shear Streng h 26(8 eel)
EN 4(15: 9115
Storage:
When stored io the original unopened con ainers at 5-25'C, the shelf life of this produc is 24
months from he da e 0 cesoa ch from Bandmaster.
Handling:
Full information can be obtained from he Material Safety Data Shee ( .S.D S ). Users re
reminded that all n aterials, whether innocuous or not, sno Id be handled accoroinc to the
principles 0 good indus ial hygiene.
Directions for Use:
Thoroug Iy IX Resin (A) and Hardene (8)i Ihe correcl proportion Do net Ix ore m3:en"llnan can e al! lied
during Ine 'u!>able life' 0 the reduct, Surfaoes s ou d !le clean. dry and glen!! fr!!e efar!! epp ing Ihe 3dhu,ve.
Were a. imum strength IS equi ed Inen Ine surfaces sheu be· she: lasted. or I ghlly ilbraded. In Ihe presence of
Bondmaster SIP.
Ideally Bondmas:er E22 should be cured at :empera:ures abo\>e 5'C Lower temperatu es rws It i lower s1rength.
The nmixed ate ial 5 ould nOl be re iger ted.
Bandmaster E32 is approved to the \"",Ilers Byelaws Sohe e as bei g su1able for co lacl wit pot3b (drinking) water.
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echnica Data Sheet
Hysol® 9492™
ovember 20 7
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
15
-iysore Q4~2"" ercv-des the follow-ng product char.cterist>cs.
hchnology iOpoxy
Chemical Tyoe (Resin) :po.y
Chemical Type Mod,.fied Amine
(Hardener)
Appurance (Rn n) ·.~h te opaquE pa ste
Appearance (H3rdeMr) Grey.opaquelqu~
Appearance (Mixed) White opaque pa ste
Components Two pan, Resin & Hardener
\Iix R3'io oy volume - _: 1
Resin: Hardener
\Iix Ra,io ay 'Ne go:, 110J 50
Resin: Hardener
Cure IRoom temp.rBlure cur~ after
lmixing
Appli.,..tion Bond,na
Specific Bene'!: • Very low oulgasslng
• HlQn temperature
res stance
• ExcEllent solvent
res stance
rlyso,e 9492'" is a h gh t"mpera:ure esis:anl rNO component
epoxy adhesive It IS a O",'e Ylscosity yers on of Hyso 949
and relai 5 the h gh performa ce features ° th s prod ct 11is a
general purpor.e aahes e : at I>o.nds and rep. rs .. ""ide
var ely of mate lals. Fu Iy cu ed Hysore Q4~ ..., bonds offer
5 pe ior ther al shoe!< resistance. mechanical. electrical and
pact res stanl propertes.
TYPICAL PROPERTIES OF UNCURED MATERIAL
Resin Properties
SpeV'1CGra. @ 2 'C
V.coSl:y.3 oakfield, RV .25·C mP.·. ,c?):
5 d e. speed 5 rpm
Vseo5l:Y. DIN ~453 mPa.. le!'l
Shear rate 10 s··
Shear IR 100s'·
15'
I~O 00! .00
45. 0
34. OD
Flas P 1 ' S• • MSDS
Hardener Properties
Spo",flt Gra."Y @ 25 'C
V.COSlIY.3 ookfield, FN .25·C mP.·s (cP):
SI' d~ 7, 5p~~d 50 rpm
Vsco5l:Y. DIN ~453 mPa.. (e-0j
Shear ate 10 s"
Shear ,..te 100.. '
FI.sh P 1 - S.. MSDS
5
.00 to 50 00
~7. OD
~O. DO
Mix~ Properties
PO! 'e Cl 2_ ·C. ""nu:es'
100 g ass
TYPICAL CURING PERFORMANCE
Fixture Time
F ~ tlf"le ISdef~ et! JS the :Im e to de .Iop • shear s:reng:hof . 1
Nlmm'
Fi~,ure-j • mixed. Cl! 2_ ·C. In.s 75
Cure Speed vs. TlmefTemperatu,e
ysole ~92"" delle ocs complete cure w,th, 3 days at room
t. perature :Ievat.cl !emn~r3:ur~s may be se-a to
JOC• • ,al;o :h. cure. n.. follow-ng graph ind oales
de~elopment of shear streng on m Id sleel (gnt
blasted) l"pshEars as .. tuncuon of lime and temperature lesled
accord ing :0 ISO "587
e
o
£
g>
12 • :;r,(.VO·(
o)+--+J/~J':f-+--+-+~/-_n,..,c-+
'i+---lJ-I+-//-1+-+-+41/1-+-+-+
50 // II 7
J_jI_...jI/':.4-+-Y/ ._f--
r:,r"" '1 J ., r' n 1 1 rv' .:'4h "':'h
Cure Time
TYPICAL PROPERTIES OF CURED MATERIAL
Curea fl)( 7 days Cl 22 •C I.J 1mthie, .ampl.s
PhyslC~1Propertin
COiI't. 1 ofn. I Ex,," SJO ISO 11~ ~·2. .'
T.mporalJte Range 40 'C I 80 'C
COEl'i: 1of ne al Cone c:lv lY. SO S. 2.
WI"," )
Shore Haraness. ISO aes. u", et., D
Elong3:ion . ISO 5~7,3 ',~
-en5l1. Strength. ISO 527,3
63'
.3
SO
.8
31
14.500)
0700
IG70 ODD)
80
ll~.ODD
- '" 511.Mooulu5 . ISO 52 oJ
Nfmm'
(pSI
Nrrnm'
(pSI
'mM'
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Appendix H Short Circuit Analysis
Parameters
Ppo1es:= 10
- 3 resistance and inductance
~hase :=2.110Rph :=0.:
kt:=2.t
electrical speeds
To calculate motor impedance, current and torques
Braking Torque and Pha e Current Versu Speed
60
54
,-.... 48S'
«..._,
-s::l
~
S
u
,.-::.
8
I
Z
'--'
Q)
::l
0"
I-<
~
- BrakingTorque
- Phase uITent
100 200 00 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000
Speed (rpm)
J5
